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Chartwells Rep Trinity to Omit Locks in Jarvis; Students Upset
;
Responds to
*';.
Student Poll
.1

JAMES KUKSTIS
NEWS EDITOR
,

Last week's issue of the Tripod included an article summarizing the results of a
survey conducted by the Student
Government Association (SGA). Many
responses to Chartwells service were
included in the survey. Due to publication
deadlines, Chartwells was not able to
respond. Since publication, Trinity's food service
provider has
responded.
Refer to last week's
article: "SGA
Toby
Chenette,
Survey Reveals
Director of Dining
Displeasure."
Services, said that he
values student opinions
very highly, and relies on them to help
him make changes that will please the
student body. Before the SGA survey,
Chartwells was already aware of high
student displeasure with the addition of
Zoiia Mexicana. Zona Mexicana sales
have accounted for only 7 percent of Cave
sales since its opening. While it was the
best option at the time, possible new features for its replacement are being considered.
"During [the Mather renovation],
exhaust issues were found," said
Chenette. "As a result, the exhaust hood
in the Cave dining facility needed to be
capped. Per the Fire Marshal, we are not
allowed to produce grease-laden vapors
in the Cave until the exhaust system is
replaced. Thus grills and fryers are not
allowed. Under these constraints, the
Zona Mexicana concept was the best
choice. We are currently re-evaluating
the concepts for the Cave." Chenette said
see SECOND on page 7
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SARAH HARVEY
NEWS EDITOR

On Wednesday, Feb. 13, the
Student Government Association
(SGA) hosted a student discussion
forum about issues facing the
Trinity community. A heated topic of
debate was the controversy over
Locknetics in Jarvis dormitory.
When Jarvis Dormitory opens next
fall, the much-anticipated suitestyle living may not necessarily feature all the amenities desired by
students. The planners of the new
Jarvis have decided not to include
the coded Locknetics on the inner
bedroom doors of the suites.
With construction targeted to be
complete by the beginning of the
Fall 2008 semester, many questions
have been raised about the lack of
Locknetics. The Jarvis suites will
consist of singles and doubles housing a total of six to nine students, all
equipped with common rooms and
bathrooms. While there will be the
regular coded locks on all entrances
to the suites, there will not be
Locknetics on the individual rooms,
like those found in the Wheaton and
Summit dormitory quads. However,

because of the suites' sizes, as well
as the possibility of being placed
with unknown roommates, there has
been an escalating concern over
these potential plans among SGA
members and other students.
Students at the forum expressed
concern over safety and privacy.

Andrea Wise, senator for the Class
of 2011, said the planners, "thought
it would be sufficient to have privacy locks, [which are] pushbutton
locks that allow you to lock yourself
in, but not lock the door when you
leave." She has articulated her dis-

appointment with this plan, especially considering the "high-capacity" setting of the suites with multiple roommates and their visitors,
many of whom may be strangers.
Verdell Walker '09, Chair of the SGA
Housing Committee, also expressed
her worries about safety and the
necessity of locks while both inside
and outside of the bedroom. She
cited the issues of protecting one's
possessions, and, more importantly,
hinror-herself.
"Lockneties are absolutely necessary for suites of this size. This is
not a matter of aesthetics; this
revolves around the personal safety
of Trinity students, who the administration is bound by law and honor
to protect," Walker said.
Not everyone feels that this is a
major issue. Tracey Suter '11 cited
the importance of gaining trust
among your roommates: "I don't see
the lack of locks to be a problem, if
you are rooming with other people
you should be able to trust them."
see FORUM on page 9

Annual Vagina MonologuesPerformance Spreads Awareness
KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
OPINIONS EDITOR

It was St. Valentine's Day
evening. The performers were
moaning, chanting the word
"cunt," and cracking whips.
Audience members were licking and nibbling chocolate clitorises and labia, laughing
uproariously, and cringing.
This was the fifth annual presentation of "The Vagina
Monologues," a collection of stories about women's issues,
ranging from masturbation to
genital mutilation to childbirth.
The accounts were originally collected and written in 1996
by Eve Ensler, a feminist
activist who went around the

country interviewing women of
all ages, races, and sexual orientations. She recorded their
experiences, and compiled
them into a
stage production. In 1998,
Ensler started Check out pictures
from Trinity's
V-Day, a nonprofit corpora- V-Day performance
of The Vagina
tion that disMonologues
tributes funds
to grassroots, • • • B B
national, and international
organizations and sponsors
programs that work to stop violence against women.
V-Day was thus celebrating
its 10th anniversary, and to
start off the night, a short
series of clips called "A Decade
of Vaginas" was shown, with

iiiilii

scenes from shows like "Sex
and the City" and "Grey's
Anatomy," and movies like
Mean Girls and Knocked Up.
The message was clearly
conveyed^ the topic of vaginas
and women's sexuality, while
prevalent in pop culture, is still
discussed with a degree of awkwardness, and is regarded with
slight aversion by many.
After the video, Women and
Gender Resource Action Center
(WGRAC) Director Laura
Lockwood gave a brief introduction to the show, asking
those in attendance to sign and
uphold a "Pledge 4 Action," an
oath to increase awareness and
sexual respect, in order "to create a non-violent and respectful
campus."

The play began with a narration by Judene Small '08
explaining the importance of
the performance and a bit more
about it how it came to be.
Then they jumped right into
the first account, "Hair," performed by Shantell Scott '09,
telling the tale of a woman
whose cheating husband would
force her to shave her pubic
hair. Scott very much got into
character, and was convincing
in her role.
Next was "The Flood," performed by Tracy Wright '08, the
story of an old woman who had
an embarrassing mishap as a
teen, communicating the complications of being a woman
ashamed of her vagina. Wright
did not overact the scene - she
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let the words speak for themselves.
In "The Vagina Workshop,"
a woman recounted her tale of
discovery as she explores herself, coming to the epiphany
that her vagina was "a shell, a
tulip, and a destiny." The
actress, Briana Feigon '11, was
perfect as she described the
experience of breakthrough.
Jessica Capers '11, in
"Because He Liked To Look At
It," also effectively portrayed
her character, a woman relating how she had thought her
vagina was ugly and had been
embarrassed to even think
about it, but changed her mind
because of a sexual experience
see PERFORMANCE on page 13
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Tripod Responds to Student's Criticism
In the Jan. 29, 2008, issue of
The Trinity Tripod, we, as a
paper, chose to endorse two
political candidates ahead of the
Feb. 5, 2008, primaries.
Political endorsements are
found in all types of newspapers,
from humble ones such as the
Tripod, to renowned publications such as The Hartford
Courant and The New York
Times. Despite the ubiquity of
newspaper
endorsements,
Opinions Contributor Nikki
Dubowitz '10 asked, in our Feb.
12, 2008, issue, "Can we let the
Democrats and Republicans on
campus do the endorsing, and
leave the Tripod an unbiased
news source?"
If such a thing as an "unbiased news source" existed, the
Tripod might be content to
remain one. However, the
Tripod is not an unbiased news
source, and it would never masquerade as one. The Tripod is
not a faceless entity; rather, it is
multi-faceted, comprised of
many staff members and, therefore, many different biases. We
are no different from the aforementioned papers. The Courant
(a regional daily) and the Times
(a national daily) both have clear

biases - as do we.
We might have been irresponsible had we not endorsed
our chosen candidates, Senators
Barack Obama and John
McCain, because those biases
would still exist. These unstated
biases would have inevitably
shown through our reporting, as
they do now. By endorsing these
candidates we send a message to
our readers acknowledging our
biases and we essentially ask
our readers to take these into
account when reading our paper.
However, we try not to allow
them to influence our editorial
policy. A case in point is the
"Along the Long Walk" column
of our Jan. 29, 2008, issue,
which Dubowitz also referenced
in her article. In this column,
one of the responses to the question, "In your opinion, who is the
scariest presidential candidate,
and why?" was, "Hillary. She's a
bitch and she cried while campaigning."
Dubowitz's article suggested
that "this comment could have
been ruled out due to its offensive, and, some might say,
misogynistic nature," yet she
also admitted that "it does accurately represent a great percent-

age of ignorant and misinformed
voters in the United States." Tb
be more specific, that statement
probably also represents the
opinions of some Trinity students or, at least one - the
author, George Dises '11.
While the majority of the
Tripod staff would have found
the statement distasteful (at the
very least), it is a student opinion. As a student newspaper, we
have an obligation to provide a
forum for all student opinion we do not have the luxury, nor
the right, to cut an opinion
because we view it as distasteful
or morally wrong. Again, we
have biases and if we cut something like Dises' statement, we
are allowing our biases to dictate
our editorial policy. To put it
another way, if 95 percent of
Trinity thinks Dises' statement
is wrong and five percent think
it is right, does that make it
wrong? The answer is that it is
not for us to judge what is right
and what is wrong; we have a
duty to present student opinion
and allow the community to
make those distinctions - to do
otherwise would be irresponsible
and unfair to those who do not
think as we do.

The Tripod Editorial represents the view of a majority of the staff of The Trinity Tripod.

Letters to the Editor
Student Discusses
Financial Apartheid

every bus in town goes either
downtown or out of town, but
the job opening you found is
I wrote this piece attempt- across town, so you take that
ing to highlight the absurdity of first bus downtown, and after
car insurance discrimination, stopping at every block along
but it came out with a broader the way, the bus gets you to
message. Regardless, here's Main Street, 20 minutes after it
what
I've got: financial picked you up. You walk over to
apartheid in 21st century the next stop and you wait for
America. If any presidential the next bus. It comes after a
candidate got up on stage and few minutes and you get on
suggested the poor should be and, because Connecticut loves
jailed, beaten, forced to enter its suburbs, you're now on a bus
movie theatres from the rear, or for the next 35 minutes trying
wear yellow stars on their jack- to reach some forgotten town
ets, Americans would turn in center, halfway across the capidisgust. Such outright animosi- tol region. If all goes well, you'll
ty towards any group would be be working for minimum wage
considered barbaric. Yet every and your commute will only
day, the good people of take you an hour and 15 minConnecticut turn a blind eye to utes each way.
the inequality inherent in our
So, while the well-to-do
land of equal opportunity. The would just drive about town
evidence is visible everywhere, and make your trip in 20 minbut nowhere more so than in utes, you're poor, so you get to
transportation. While the fat spend two and a half hours each
and happy drive their cars to day just trying to make ends
and fro, the poor are crushed, meet. If you had a car, you
like an accused witch under a might get an extra hour and a
pile of stones, by a system now half with your kids each day,
known as financial apartheid.
providing supervision, making
Imagine yourself a poor sure they're doing their homemother with no college educa- work or eating well. But no,
tion, living in Hartford with they're home alone, because
three kids and no husband. You you're poor and you have to ride
obviously have to work as there the bus across this endless subare mouths to feed. So, you get urban expansion for $7.50 an
out there and look for a job. You hour. Now we see that those on
start your morning standing at fixed income are often forced to
disproportionate
the bus stop, and like most bus sacrifice
stops in town, there's no shelter, amounts of their time just to
no timetable, no bench; just a move about and get to work. We
piece of concrete for you to haven't mentioned buying grostand on, rain or shine. The bus ceries, going to the movies, or
comes and you get on. Now visiting friends.

But suppose you're this poor
mother living in Hartford and
you decide to get a car. Guess
what? Your car insurance is at
least four times as much as it
would be if you were lucky
enough to afford rent in the
suburbs. Insurance agents will
tell you that it's because there's
more crime and more accidents
occur in the city. Gee, do you
think? Could it be there's more
crime because the poor are
oppressed and pissed off by this
financial apartheid? Could it be
there are more accidents in the
city because suburbanites are
speeding through it every day
to get to work and get the hell
out before the sun sets? Now,
one might ask why insurance
companies are allowed to set
prices so regressively. Certainly
freedom of movement is a natural right, more of a right than to
electricity, which is regulated as
such that rich or poor we're all
paying the same rate. But no,
insurance
companies
are
allowed to charge more in the
city, and now we see that the
poor are once again stifled, suffocated like fish out of water, by
this system of financial
apartheid. If it isn't their time,
it's their money and they
always pay disproportionately
to their means. Yes, slavery was
barbaric. Yes, Jim Crow was
repugnant. But have we come
this far only to stop here? I hope
not. This financial apartheid
must end.

Anton Rick-Ossen
Trinity Student

Send a Letter to the Editor: e-mail tripod@trincoU.edu or submit at www.trinitytripod.com.
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Delegate System Prevents | Safety Concerns Raised in New Jarvis
Democracy in Primaries
Breaking the privacy lock
requires only a little creative
work with a nail file, pocket
There are knife, or credit card. Indeed,
many impor- this is the reason that Trinity
tant
issues moved away from traditional
systems to
being debated key-and-lock
around cam- Locknetics in the first place.
pus now, but I This is no time for regressing
want to call to the past.
attention to
As Housing Chair, I deal
what I, as Housing Committee with all issues relating to stuChair
of
the
Student dent housing on this campus.
Government
Association Maintaining the safety and
(SGA), see as one of the most security of students and their
crucial. In August, Jarvis will belongings in their housing is
come back online, and stu- one of my chief concerns. My
dents will be able to select committee and I have gone to
rooms in Jarvis in the housing great lengths to gauge student
lottery and for the Theme opinion on this issue. I have
Communities
competition. found that students overThe new suites will be nothing whelmingly feel that, in order
short of palatial. The entire for them to feel comfortable
building will be marvelous, living in a suite with such a
high number of
inside and out.
occupants,
But
someWhile Trinity cannot
Locknetics are
thing will be
stop rape and sexual
definitely necmissing:
assault,
it
can
help
essary. While
Locknetics locks.
Each suite in
prevent it. Locknetics some students
the new Jarvis is an important means will have no
problem findwill house six,
of prevention. While
ing five to eight
eight, or nine
other
roomindividuals.
the privacy lock can
mates,
the
The entry doors
be easily broken, a
same
cannot
be
of the suites
Locknetics
lock
is
said
for
others.
will
have
This
means
Locknetics, but
much more difficult
that
the
Office
the doors of the
for an intruder to
of Campus Life
interior
bedbreak through.
will have to
rooms will not.
place students
This is not a
trivial issue; the lack of in these suites during the lotLocknetics locks on individual tery process. Of course, it folbedroom doors in a suite with lows that the nine or so suite
such a large number of occu- mates may not all be friends
pants places the welfare of or even acquaintances. Most
Trinity students and their students, if not all, would feel
belongings at risk. While each uncomfortable leaving their
bedroom door will have a pri- belongings where those they
vacy lock, I (and many others) may not yet trust can have
believe that these locks are access to them.
completely
insufficient.
And even if trust is not the
Privacy locks can only be issue, a student should still be
locked from the inside of a secure in the knowledge that
room, and are easily compro- they have the ability to prevent their roommates from
mised.
VERDELL WALKER

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

thumped in contests like
Virginia
and
Maryland,
harkening dreams of the
Something Giuliani strategy, but Clinton
is rotten in is nowhere near Rudy's situaAmerica. Since tion. Clinton is running a practical campaign which, unlike
S u p e r
Tuesday, the Obama's universal crusade,
race for the has the luxury of ignoring votD e m o c r a t i c ers in unfriendly states. She is
nomination, is focused on delegate-rich constill as clear as mud. Despite tests like Ohio and Texas. So,
what the pundits are saying, at the end of the esoteric math,
Illinois Senator Barack Obama Obama has the head of steam
and New York Senator Hillary and Clinton has the national
Clinton are, essentially, tied appeal: they are tied.
with little prospect of change
This stalemate isn't going
in the forecast. So, the race to change until Thursday,
may be decided by the most March 4, when one of two
hypocritical, anti-democratic, things can happen. First,
and corrupt cancer in the nom- Clinton could lose both Ohio
ination process: superdele- and Texas and drop out of the
gates.
race. The more likely option is
In the past week, it would that she will win one or both
appear that momentum has and continue to be very close to
shifted to the young prince Obama in the delegate count.
from Illinois with consecutive This scenario will raise the stawins in Louisiana, Virginia, tus of the most ludicrous facet
and Maryland. Yet Obama is of the nomination process^ the
less than 100 delegates ahead superdelegates.
Superdelegates, all 796 of
of Clinton in the grand daddy
of political races. And while them, are party activists, electtoday's wisdom would have ed officials, and others on the
Clinton warm up the bus, this state level whose singular vote
season has taught us to be cau- can count as much as that of
tious of making rash conclu- thousands of regular Joes.
Each state appropriates delesions.
Clinton is challenging gates according to the result of
Obama's momentum with wins the primaries. For example, in
in larger states like California
and New York. Sure, she got
see SUPER on page 5
REIDVINEIS

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Coverage Of Wise Speech
In Tripod Inadequate
ANNETTE IWAMOTO
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

A f t e r
attending a
portion of Tim
v
Wise's speech
\,
";" last week, I
was excited to
read about it
in The Trinity
Tripods, Tuesday, Feb. 12 edition. I am pretty sure I have
never been so disappointed in
the coverage of an on-campus
event. I have to be honest, I
did not see all of Wise's
speech, and I did not take
notes, so I do not really feel I
am entering this argument as
strongly as I could have.
However, I have seen Wise
speak before and he impressed
me even more this time
around. His speech demonstrated that he is knowledgeable, not just about how race
affects current national issues
and events, but what is happening on campuses like
Trinity's as well.
I do not quite remember if
this was the result of a question posed to him or part of his
speech, but he did talk about
how to address racism as it
•*•' "
*"

occurs on campuses, and he
said the first step is to look at
our mission statement and see
if we are really striving for
what we say in our mission.
This actually made me smile
because on the supplement to
the admissions application
this year, one of the possible
questions a prospective student could answer was about a
part of our mission statement.
So, I decided to browse
through the Tripod Web site
and see what they had to say
for themselves, when I found
this: "The paper strives to give
complete coverage of campus
news and is the primary medium for the expression of student opinion and criticism."
It's a good goal, but I have
to say that putting a lecture
on campus by Wise on page 14,
behind one about the Spice
Girls' visit to Hartford, would
seriously make me doubt this
commitment. Assuming that
you did not see him speak and
have read this far, you might
be wondering why this would
be something I would get so
upset about. The speech was
called, "Eace is Not a Card:
see IWAMOTO on page 5

taking things from their
rooms if they do not wish it.
This can only be assured with
Locknetics.
But more important than
the potential for theft is the
issue of safety. Of particular
concern to me is the safety of
female
residents.
While
Trinity cannot stop rape and
sexual assault, it can help prevent it. Locknetics is an
important means of prevention. While the privacy lock
can be easily broken, a
Locknetics lock is much more
difficult for an intruder to
break through.
Furthermore, if residents
choose to leave the front door
of their suite open, then there
must be an added measure of
security to protect them from
trespassers, from fellow students to those who are not
members of the Trinity community.
I don't want to deter anyone from choosing Jarvis in
the upcoming lottery or in the
Theme Communities competition. I feel that the setup will
eventually foster unity and
forge friendships
among
everyone living in the suite.
But that does not eliminate
the necessity for effective safety measures.
My committee and other
SGA members are fighting
hard to ensure that Locknetics
locks will be placed on interior
doors in all Jarvis suites. You
can do your part to help by
sending an e-mail voicing your
concern about this issue to
Sally Katz, Director of
Facilities and Scott Reynolds,
the interim Chief Financial
Officer. I can also be reached
at
sgahousing@gmail.com.
Many in the administration
may feel that Locknetics are
not necessary for Jarvis suite
interior doors, but I, for one,
am not willing to put students'
safety at risk to find out.

It's OVER! It's finally over! There*
esce in the world again!

What?..
, no, the
Writers'
Strike!

Cartoon, by Trij>od Cartoonist Peter Kempson
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Jimmy Gets Cawed Up | Facebook Privacy Policies Deficient
all over the Internet.
Just last week, The New
STAFF WRITER
York Times published an article
It started reporting on the deletion (or lack
out with mur- thereof) of one's Facebook
murs of lost account. Certain users had
jobs
and noticed that although they
missed oppor- selected an option to delete their
tunities.
So accounts from the Web site, lots
profiles were of personal information was
closed, pictures stored in the archives. Entire
were untagged, and Mini-Feeds profiles, with all the pictures,
were condemned worse than applications, friends, gifts (still
Lucifer himself. Facebook, in all don't understand those), and so
its brilliance and possibilities, on were kept intact. Facebook
has brought us closer together, executives justified this policy
perhaps a little too close for com- by saving that it was out of convenience for those users who
fort.
Recently, a slew of controver- deactivate their accounts and
sy concerning privacy protection then later decide that they want
and information saving has to rejoin. It turns out that deletbefallen the Web site. In ing your entire account is a long,
November, it was reported that arduous process that requires
Facebook members who added deletion of every aspect of your
the "Beacon" application to their profile individually. As in the
profiles were sharing more infor- previous instance, user backlash
mation than they were aware of. has been swift and strong. A
The application served to inform Facebook group called "How to
users' friends as to the Web sites permanently delete your facetheir friends were frequenting book account" has been created.
and what purchases (if any) had On the group's main page, a coubeen made on those Web sites. ple of processes for how to reliImmediately after the news was ably delete every facet of your
made public, petitions sprung up Facebook identity, are outlined.
all over the Internet. One at Since the publishing of the
www.moveon.org tallied more Times article, the group has
than 50,000 individuals. Users more than doubled in size.
claimed that they were not prop- Facebook has responded by
erly informed of the application's making the process of permafunction and that their privacy nent deletion slightly easier.
was being violated. Also, users However, they have yet to procomplained that removing the vide a "one-click" delete option.
application was not as simple as
Just a few days ago, I discovclicking a single delete button. ered perhaps the most disturbRather, several steps and confir- ing development in the privacy
mations were needed in order to war. A friend of mine informed
permanently remove the appli- me that there was a relatively
cation
from
functioning. simple task that allowed any
Immediately after the news was Facebook user the ability to view
made public, petitions sprung up the pictures of any other user,
CARVER DISERENS

Staff Writer Carver
Diserens continues
his interview with
President Jones
from the Feb.5
edition of the
Tripod....

CARVEE D I S E R E N S : I know you're not going to endorse
any specific candidate, so I won't ask you about that.
However, due to the nature of the primaries this year, people
have been calling our political system into question, just as
people questioned the Electoral College back in 2000 and
2004. What is your take on our current political system for
how we elect candidates?
JIMMY J O N E S: I think it's probably a shame that so much
of the choice of the candidates, for both parties, is made so far
in advance so that "Super Tuesday" turns out to be almost a
coronation event. I think it's troubling, if the whole goal of
democracy is to try and find the right number of candidates,
have their views known by the electorate and then have the
electorate go out and decide who should be President. Now,
the Electoral College has to do with what happened when the
Federalists put together the Constitution to protect the sovereignty of the states. Since you've given me a platform to
talk about the election, the main thing I hope all of you will
do is to be concerned citizens and vote. I keep trying to find
ways of making absolutely certain that each one of you who
can cast a ballot, does. One of the things that I think has
hurt my generation — your parents' generation — the most,
is the cynicism that followed what happened to us when we
were your age. There are two wonderful books by Arthur
Levine — who now heads the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation and was formerly the President of
Teachers College at Columbia University — on generational
shifts and what happened, especially to those of us who are
your parents' generation. We went from being idealistic to
cynics. That happened in a period of only about seven years.
We went from the idealism of Kennedy being inaugurated to
the cynicism of Nixon being inaugurated. The whole Obama
phenomenon seems to be igniting political passion on the
part of the young. I think most of us who try to run schools
cheer — just at the thought that there is somebody who is
igniting a sense of idealism in young people.
CD : So do you think the system needs to be changed?
JJ'- I don't think the system will be changed, not in the
media deafened world in which we live and in which you guys
have come of age. As bizarre as the Electoral College is, in a
certain sense it does look like some sort of hangover from yesteryear, yesteryear being 1776. I think probably nothing will
happen about it. Should it be changed? There are certainly
people who think that it should go on a straight popular election. There are a lot of people who were upset about what
happened in 2000 and 2004 that would say, "How can you
win an election and then lose it at the same time?" But the
structures are there, the Electoral College is not going to go
away.

get more ONLINE
check out Jimmy's interview with
Carver in the YouTube video online
at the end of "Jimmy Gets Carved
Up" on www.LrinityLripod.com

Read the original interview on www.trinitytripod.com
or in the Feb. 5, 2008 edition of the Tripod.

regardless of privacy settings.
Upon hearing this, I was at first
shocked but also interested to
know if it worked. Out of
respect for the privacy of others,
I am not going to explicitly state
the process. Essentially, you
paste a link into the address bar
of your Internet browser. The
link has two instances of the
phrase "MEMBERID." To work
properly, you need to replace
this phrase with the person's
member ID number. This piece
of information can be found easily be searching for the target
user and, when thei r profile
pops up in search results, you
hold your mouse cursor over the
"Add to Friends" button and it
appears. I attempted this
process using my Macintosh laptop and was unsuccessful.
However, upon trying it out on a
PC, I was successful. I want to
apologize for violating the privacy of an unknowing user (some
random guy with no network,
named Wayne Daisy, who had
recently posted on a friend's
wall). I'm sorry Wayne, but your
sacrifice is for the good of society.
Right now, as I am writing this
article I returned to the Web site
to see if this sorry excuse for
hacking
is
still
viable.
Currently, when you attempt
the process, you are directed to a
screen informing you that you do
not have permission to view said
material. Regardless of whether
or not it continues to work, it did
work, and it's a little scary.
Having recently completed
George Orwell's "1984," I am
more cognizant of Big Brother
than ever before. Although I
heard about this profile cracker
see ADDICTIONS on page 5

Judgment by Appearance Acceptable
MIKE ROBINSON
SENIOR EDITOR

I was fortunate enough to
host a wellattended party
over the weekend. Apologies
ahead of time
for
this
shameless plug, but it was a
fun time. The party had a
"stoplight" theme, which simply means that you wear green
if you're available, red if you're
taken, and yellow if you're
somewhere in between. The
value of such a theme is obvious. It forgoes the subtle indicators given off by the usual
partygoer and overtly states
their availability. At a base
level, it makes sense. But,
because of our apprehensions
with the role of appearance,
something as simple as picking
what color to wear becomes
muddled in debate.
It was interesting to see the
wheels turn in people's heads
in the days leading up to the
weekend. There were plenty
who thought that wearing
green was equivalent to giving
a free pass to whoever directed
their intentions towards you

for the night. Others just behavior of a throng of drunken
thought it meant you weren't college students, the theme cerdating anyone. The dreaded tainly had an effect on how peodouble-standard reared its ple acted.
head, with girls worried about
Some people say, "The
looking like sluts and guys clothes make the man." Other
proudly displaying their emer- people say don't judge a book by
ald garments like conquering its cover. Both are worried
heroes. It all turned into a about one thing: appearance.
booze-soaked social experiment Appearance has become a douthat was bound to happen, ble-edged sword. As our world
given the theme, but seeing it twists and tears itself towards
all unfold was interesting.
a more "politically correct"
The bright, attention grab- (what a hateful phrase that is)
bing red shirts floated around atmosphere, appearance is
the party like fiery sentinels, caught in the middle. We're
framing the clutches of other taught not to judge others by
colors. The brash nature of the their appearance, but we're
color red was perfect for the also taught to look as good as
aura that these people embod- possible so that we may be
ied. They no longer had to judged positively. You have to
humor the advances of other look good for job interviews.
partygoers. They seemed loose, You have to look good for social
perhaps more free because of events. You have to look
the overt declaration their shirt appealing to get that girl or
gave. The yellow and green guy. Yet your intrinsic worth is
blended together, with large what people should be looking
crowds moving from drink to for, and that's the most impordrink and song to song, indis- tant thing.
criminately chatting or dancing
Any pessimist would agree
with anyone they could find. All
that
appearance is more importhe mental considerations of
tant
than character, and optithe earlier wardrobe selection
mism
is increasingly hard to
lifted and things went as they
come
by
these days. Whatever
usually do late at night, for betside
you're
on, it's true that
ter or worse. Though it's easy to
write most of it off as the
see PASTY on page 5'
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Students Follow Trend Superdelegates Have Excessive Power
With Alcohol, Facebook
continued from page 3

continued from page 4
from a friend, it is ignorant to
think that something like this is
not common knowledge amongst
our government and major corporations. Terms like "Facebook
him/her" and "Facebook stalk"
are practically Newspeak.
The
"problem"
with
Facebook is analogous to another "problem" that exists on
Trinity's campus^ alcohol consumption. First of all, Facebook
has gained popularity because
"everyone else is doing it." If
there wasn't a strong base of
users, no one would join the site,
because let's face it, if you're on
Facebook alone, you have a
problem. Next, Facebook allows
us to express ourselves in
whichever manner we desire.
On Facebook, we are able to
portray ourselves in the best
possible light, essentially
becoming the people we want to
be. If everyone were as cool as
they think their Facebook
accounts make them look, we
would cease to attend Trinity
College and would instead be
the Tigers of Bayside High
(minus Screech). Most of all,
we enjoy Facebook because it
allows us to meet (and casually
stalk) new people. Losing all
your inhibitions and interacting with strangers — I can
think of only one other way we
achieve this goal with comparable success.
After a rough night we all
say, "I need to quit drinking,"
which is usually followed up
with the supplemental"... until
next weekend." Face it, we're
addicted. As much as we may
curse Facebook, we have grown
accustomed to the enjoyment
and resourcefulness that it

affords us. For example, if my
roommate has a questionable
nocturnal encounter, upon
learning his partner's name, I
am but a few seconds away
from viewing the profile for a
Miss Anna Molee. Such an
achievement would have been
impossible even five years ago.
With the wealth of information on display, it is a good
thing that we can quit at any
time and control who views our
information, right? Oh wait, no,
that one only works with drinking. Supporters of Facebook
argue that if there is information that users don't want
being made public then they
shouldn't add it to their profile.
While they have a point, this
argument grossly underestimates the degree to which
other people can affect your
profile (picture tagging, wall
posts, etc.).
Not only is closing your profile more futile than trying to
close a bathroom door during
late night, deleting it is about
as easy as Princeton University
beating us in squash (congratulations, boys). So it seems that
when we signed up for
Facebook, we sold our immortal
souls to the Web site. Granted,
Facebook has responded relatively well when their negligence has been highlighted, but
that's not the point. On the one
hand, we should know that the
Internet is a public place and
should be treated as such. On
the other hand, shame on you,
Facebook. You have deceived us
and violated our trust: something difficult to gain and very
easy to lose. I have decided to
quit you ... until the next questionable, nocturnal encounter
that is.

Party Evaluation Method
Effective and Enjoyable
continued from page 4
even the most steadfast believer in the worth of what's inside
makes on-sight judgments,
even if they're at a subconscious level. A large part of
taste has to do with smell and
sight. Making judgments about
people isn't any different.
Now, I'm fairly certain most
people weren't looking for
intrinsic worth in a dark pit
full of thumping bass and barely-visible faces, but most of the
judgments made by the average partygoer had to do with
appearance.
The "stoplight" theme codified and simplified the clues
that need to be searched for
otherwise. And really, whatever
intention the people had, they
were offering an answer to a
basic social question on some
level. Appearance facilitated
that. It provided function and,
if the person desired it, results.
I could go to the bank and
talk with a financial advisor.

He'd be wearing a suit and sitting at his desk. I could immediately make a judgment that
this is a man I want to talk to
for my banking needs. He could
also be a poet of great ability, or
a composer, or an artist. I
wouldn't know. And it wouldn't
affect our interaction at its
most basic and applicable level
at all. Same thing goes for the
stoplight party.
Appearance drives us. It
affects every judgment we
make. As much as modern
thinking wants to destroy that
idea, it cannot help but submit
to it.
Some people would say it's
ignorant to just accept that fact
and not work towards resolving
it. I say, "Why not embrace it?"
Sure, you might get judged
wrongly, but that's just motivation to display the appealing
parts of your character in a
stronger way. Making appearance-based judgments works. It
can lead to a pretty good party
sometimes, too.

Virginia, there were roughly
one million primary voters
with 83 delegates. The state
also has 18 Superdelegates
who independently choose for
which candidate to vote. In the
Commonwealth,
each
superdelegate's vote is equivalent to 53,000 people. T h e
problem with this process is
that a few superdelegates
could choose the nominee,
ignore the wishes of the voters,
and take advantage of the situation.
Due to their increased
importance, superdelegates
are getting more stares than a
collared shirt at a NASCAR
race. The pressure is getting so
intense that one young delegate has had lunch with
Chelsea Clinton and been
called on his cell phone by both
former Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright and former
President Bill Clinton, all in an
effort for him or her to join the
pantsuit army. We can already
see this power is starting to
inflate
delegates'
egos.
Responding to why superdelegates will participate in this
process, Kentucky Governor
Steve Beshear's Chief of Staff
said "Why? Because we would
be kingmakers." Clearly,

visions of cabinet positions
have blinded this delegate
from seeing the ethical decision.
Most sickening is that the
Clinton and Obama campaigns
are effectively bribing the
superdelegates with campaign
contributions.
For
those
superdelegates who are elected
officials, the two Democratic
candidates have funneled over
$890,000 to various campaigns
according to the nonpartisan
Center for Responsive Politics.
While these two candidates
talk about "hope," "change,"
and "fixing Washington," they
are engaging in the kind of corruption and cronyism they so
righteously bemoan. These
kind of backroom deals are not
going to change Washington.
Instead, they will put the
White House on the auction
block open to the candidate
with the deepest pockets. Payto-play politics has no place to
in deciding the leader of the
free world.
Additionally catawampus is
that the first female or black
presidential candidate is relying on over 700 white men to
permit them to run for office.
While their rallies and speeches are filled with pleasantries
of equality and opportunity,
the real process of nominations

is controlled by an elite few.
There has been little outcry
to stop this poisoning of democracy. While a few strong voices
have pulled the veil off this
ugly practice, like Jesse
Jackson, Jr., the mainstream
media has largely ignored the
problem. For Republicans,
there is no such quagmire.
Unless some apocalyptic event
occurs, Arizona Senator John
McCain will be the nominee
regardless of how party bosses
vote at the September convention. I know that when I cast my
ballot for the Republican nominee, my voice will be heard.
Americans should be outraged by this disease in the
Democrats' process. Our land
has a rich history of enfranchising voters. From establishing
universal suffrage to the direct
election of senators, our nation
has decided that a government
chosen by all people is paramount. Democrats have ignored
this tradition and, as usual, feel
they know what is best for
Americans. If the super delegates do crown the Democrats'
candidate, it will be a flagrant
usurpation of the nomination.
The infighting within the party
will deal fatal blows to both of
the candidates and an outside
leader will step in to heal
democracy's wounds.

Iwamoto Disappointed by Reporting
continued from page 3
Eacism, White Denial and the
Pathologies of Privilege," and
one of the most important
parts of what I got from his
speech is that white denial
hasn't changed a whole lot.
What is great about Wise is
that not only does he "balance
humor and seriousness" as
stated in last Tuesday's article, but he uses strong statistics that back up his claims.
One that I heard him use
before that I really want to
cite (I don't have it memorized
so I went to his Web site and
found it) is that in a poll in
1963, two-thirds of whites said
that they believed blacks were
treated the same as whites in
their communities.
Forty
years or so later, the statistic
is pretty much the same.
However, if you read sophomore Jordyn Sims' article, the
only comment that may lead

us to realize that Wise's talk
even addressed white denial is
that she quotes him saying
that white people can remain
"stupid." She even ends the
article by stating that race is
"a topic that we so clearly can
no longer avoid." For me, part
of the speech was that this is a
topic that the overprivileged
can avoid, have been avoiding,
and will continue to avoid if
we don't keep bringing it up
because their housing, healthcare, education, and jobs are
working just fine for them.
They probably never will experience their 12-year-old dying
from a toothache. Perhaps
they will never even know
anyone faced with that type of
situation (Google "Deamonte
Driver" if you don't know what
I'm talking about).
There are many reasons
why white denial should be
eradicated, but maybe one of
the best reasons is that it can

make you look like an idiot.
Wise is against the war in
Iraq, and he mentioned an email conversation he had with
a supporter of the war. In the
midst of other fallacies in his
argument to prove that the
war was a success (this is back
during the first few days of the
war), he cited a picture that
was in a newspaper that
showed an Iraqi kid giving two
thumbs up to a soldier to
prove Iraqi's approve of the
actions of the U.S. One thing
that white denial allows people to do is ignore the cultural
differences and just simply not
consider the fact that maybe
since the "F'word is not the
same in every language, neither are the gestures used to
express it.
White denial is a huge factor in why racism occurs in all
its various forms, on our campus, on all college campuses,
and in life.

Along the Long Walk
What are your plans for Trinity Days?

I'm just staying here.

Eli Roxby. '09

I'm going to New York City
to visit some friends at NYU.

Marcus- Sopher '11

1

Sleeping jilce hell.

Amanda Persad '10

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Student Cable Likely to be Provided SGA Approves Budgets
of Six New Organizations

impending renewal of the cable they want it. However, Pedro
contract, as well as other areas is "very confident" that the
which will need further fund- SGA will decide to continue to
ANNE BENJAMIN
On Wednesday, Feb. 14, the ing from the depleted fund use the SAF to pay for cable.
FEATURES EDITOR
A recent survey conducted
Student
Government (e.g. student groups and organAssociation (SGA) hosted a izations). Additionally, the by the SGA asked members of
On Sunday, Feb. 17, at their
forum to address recent stu- price of cable increases five the student body questions
about
cable.
Fifty-three
perweekly
Senate meeting, the
percent
each
year.
The
dent issues, including whether
College
Student
or not the Student Activities increased SAF was instituted cent said that they use the Trinity
Fund (SAF) should continue to in order to accommodate these cable service daily in their Government Association (SGA)
room, while 23 percent said held their semiannual club
fund cable. Speculation has increases.
spread across campus during
The issue at hand is "seldom" or "never." Only 25 review during which new
the past few
whether or not percent said that they would groups petition to be approved.
"I absolutely do not
months about
the SAF is the order cable if students paid for Six new clubs were approved
the future state
a p p r o p r i a t e it on an individual basis. by the SGA and granted a $500
categorize cable as a
of cable at
financer
of Interestingly, while 82 percent budget total for the next two
student activity. [...]
Trinity College,
cable. The SGA thought that the SGA should semesters. Once a club is
Nor do I think that
and SGA presiis
currently provide for cable, only 53 per- approved, they attain automatdent Andrew cable should be funded n e g o t i a t i n g cent think that it should be ic approval in the following
Pedro 'OS used
various funded from the SAF account. years if they remain active and
from the SAF, nor do I with
the opportunity
cable providers, Therefore, it seems that while send in the necessary paperthink it should be proto explain the
and will then the majority of students appre- work. The new additions to the
cable issue to
vote on whether ciate the cable service and do current extracurricular activivided to all students
the students in
or not to renew not wish to pay for it independ- ties are, in alphabetical order,
free of charge. If cable
attendance. The
the cable con- ently, they are undecided as to as follows^
is a club, they should
SGA will soon
tract and pay whether the SAF is the approThe Activists for Southeast
be voting on
for
it out of the priate provider of cable.
Asia (ASA) focus on raising
organize their own
whether or not
SAF. Due to
SGA members are current- awareness about Cambodian
meetings."
to
continue
time
con- ly educating themselves on the genocide. The club was foundfunding cable.
straints, the cable issue, and a vote will be ed last year by three students
The SAF
Anonymous Student SGA may sign a conducted in the near future as and their faculty advisor, Dr.
to whether the SAF will fund Ellison Findly, Professor of
currently
Quote from SGA Survey one-year extenfinances all stusion
with cable. Students are encour- Religion and International
dent activities,
Comcast, the aged to contact their class sen- Studies. ASA has begun workincluding cable. The SGA has current provider, and continue ators and share their opinions ing with an aid center, video
taping and producing stories in
increased the SAF per student to research possible providers on the matter.
to one percent of tuition, an throughout the year. If the
Two representatives from West Hartford, and have also
amount consistent with, other SGA votes against paying for Comcast attended the SGA's organized clothing drives and
NESCAC
schools
(like cable, esicb. student would nave Senate Meeting on Sunday, tutored local Burmese stuHamilton and Bowdoin). The to sign their own contract and Feb. 17, to help the senators' dents. They look forward to
starting larger fundraisers
increase can be justified by the pay for their own cable, should education.
SARAH HARVEY
NEWS EDITOR

with artists and continuing to
spread the word about the situation in Southeast Asia.
The Anti-War Coalition was
started last semester by Cindy
Dolores '08 and Ibrahim Jibrell
'09. They began the club to
increase
awareness and
encourage withdrawal movements around campus. The
club now has approximately 15
members. Their projects have
included creating a mural to
increase anti-war awareness.
Currently, they are working on
a budget to cover costs for
transportation for planned
activities and other minor
costs.
The Dance Club, the only
dance company on campus,
was started by Becky Loeb
'10 and Lauren Kobernick
'10, and currently has 10
members. It enhanced the
campus community through
performance of various styles
of dance. Kobernick said, "We
really wanted to bring together a group of dancers who are
dedicated and committed to
dance." Dance Club is working on the creation of costumes and publicizing. They
have already performed during half time at multiple bassee DANCE on page 8

Committee Calls for Proposals for Vernon, Allen Social Spaces
NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

An e-mail was sent to students from the Vernon Allen
Planning Committee last
week, asking for
proposals for
use of

social spaces on Allen Place
and Vernon Street that are
anticipated to be available
next year. The committee
hopes that "the Vernon-AUen
area will become a 'cultural
quarter' where one might
find a variety of social
options appealing to a
variety of appetites."
Proposals will be judged
based on whether the
;roups offer new
and interesting
ideas, if the
activities
will
bring

together people from different day celebrations. The commitbackgrounds, and if the tee puts forth the idea of the
group's activities will enrich Bistro and the Vernon Social
the educational atmosphere of Center as places that could
Trinity College.
serve as a "neutral meeting
The planning committee is ground." They go on to suggest
a blend of students and facul- some specific architectural
ty. In a report the committee renovations for the Vernon
submitted on Dec. 12, 2007, Social Center and houses on
they stated in their vision that Allen Place, commenting that,
they would like to create alter- "many of us noted that many
native social outlets on cam- apartments needed a bit of a
pus. "'Vernon Street' and facelift and that we need to
'going out' are often used as correct a dark and dingy
code at Trinity to summarize a appearance on Allen Place
monolithic approach to social that contributes to a feeling
life replete with rituals, a that the area is not safe."
dress code, and a pecking
Specifically, the committee
order," the report says. "We hopes to make 104-106, 102believe that the existing struc- 100, and 79 Vernon St. and 115
ture can be used to an advan- and 125 Allen Place available
tage and we think we can add for student groups, perhaps
to that structure in a way that using 79 Vernon St. as a
diversifies, enriches, and re- replacement for the loss of the
defines the social life."
Broad Street Gallery. They
The report goes on to say hope to move the Office of
that the new spaces for Trinity Residential Life back to
organizations should encour- Hamlin Hall, and move the
age interaction among differ- Italian Consulate to 133 Allen
ent groups, and break down PI. Furthermore, they suggest
boundaries between the areas engaging an architect or a
for learning, community serv- class from an architecture
ice and recreation. They give school to propose a renovation
examples of specific ideas, plan that will put the Vernon
including an arts house, where Social Center and the Bistro to
students might showcase their better use.
work and play music, or an
When asked about the
international house, where process of moving offices
students could prepare meals around campus, Dean of
while practicing a language or Students Frederick Alford,
hosting different national holi- and a committee member

replied, "We were vague
because the decisions are still
in the works. The ultimate
goal is to get the Business,
Development, Alumni, and
Communications Offices all
located in Trinity Commons.
This much moving will create
some complications, which
makes us reticent about making commitments to timing
and spaces." Alford says that
the renovations will most likely occur after the current
Seabury/Jarvis construction is
complete. He says, "We don't
think student groups will be
able to occupy the Vernon
Street buildings until October
2008. The buildings on Allen
Place could conceivably be
available sooner."
Members of the committee
are excited to hear ideas from
the student body, and are even
putting forth their own proposals. "I want to see more
options available to bring
together new fusions of students, options that will further liven the area," says
Committee member Tomas
Kavanagh '11. "I'm busy working on proposals now!"
Elisabeth Cianciola '10 is
another student planning to
submit a proposal. She wants
to create a "sustainable living"
space for environmentallysee SPACES on page 8
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Forum Shows Student Desire for Locks Group Seeks to Reduce
Plastic Water Bottle Use
ELIZABETH ANDERSON
STAFF WRITER

wvvw.trincoll.edu
Smith Edwards Architects designed a typical proposed suite for the interior of the restored Jarvis Dormitory.

maintain and sustain into the
future, since deferred mainteThe suites were renovated to fit nance is already a legitimate
The
the original floor plans and to concern on campus.
create a community feeling Locknetics in Jarvis were one
among suitemates. However, such issue. According to Katz,
most students have expressed there was not enough money to
install locks on all of the inner
that safety is a priority.
Director of Facilities Sally doors of Jarvis, nor is there
Katz responded to these con- enough money for the addition
cerns at the forum. She said of a full-time staff member to
that while the long-term goal in maintain the locks.
all future renovations on camThe old Jarvis locks, which
pus is to create a broader partic- would not be compatible with
ipatory environment, the recon- the new doors, were use to
struction of Jarvis was a special replace broken locks around
case in that it fell under both campus.
time and financial constraints.
The forum also brought up
The board was forced to fast- the possibility of installing
track its decisions in order for metal lock-and-key combinathe project to be completed on tions on the doors. However, as
schedule, limiting the participa- Katz said, keys "are not fooltion and input of the campus proof and create safety concommunity.
cerns as well, not to mention
Financially, the renovation that the initial and maintecame at a very inconvenient nance costs would be similar to
time. Katz stressed the impor- the installation of Locknetics.
tance of making renovation
Wise emphasized that the
decisions that the Facilities issue of locks in Jarvis is "nonDepartment would be able to negotiable" and all options
continued from page 1

should be explored for the sake
of student safety. She, like
Walker, called for all students to
share their concerns and ideas
now, while there still remains a
possibility of resolving this
issue. Wise and Jordyn Sims '10
are in the process of creating a
formal request to the Planning
and Budget Council to allocate
$90,000 to Locknetic hardware
and additional personnel salary.
Wise said, "when it comes to
student safety, money should be
no object." [Editors Note: Sims
is a member of the Tripod staff.]
Both Wise and Walker urge
concerned students to voice
their displeasure and make
their voice heard. The SGA
wanted to use the forum as an
opportunity to expand student
input and participation, and
broaden student involvement
through the expression of opinions. SGA members and a small
number of additional concerned
students were in attendance, as
well as Katz and Director of
Campus Life Amy DeBaun.

Second Food Survey to be Conducted
continued from page 1

that his ideal would be a rotating station, which would have a
different food each week. The
future of Zona Mexicana also
depends on whether or not the
exhaust problem can be fixed
easily.
Chartwells will be conducting a survey among its customers in the near future.
"These surveys will be taken utilizing hand held palm pilots.
Survey topics will include: hours
of operation, meal plan structure, variety of food and what
should [...] replace Zona [...] We
will utilize the survey information to determine meal plan
options for the Trinity campus
community," Chenette said.
He acknowledged the displeasure evident in the SGA survey, and plans to use the future
Chartwells survey to appease
these concerns.
Chenette also maintained

that Chartwells does offer many
healthy options, and acknowledged that part of the lack of
exposure of these offerings is
due to poor marketing, another
aspect of Chartwells he plans to
improve. He will be rewording
explanations of student meal
plans in order to make the
aspects of all of them clear to
students. 'The meal plans were
written in conjunction with the
College to assure parents that
students had the ability to eat
three meals a day," he said.
Many students noted in the
survey their displeasure with
the Bistro's late opening on
Sundays. This had been established based on research done
by Chartwells. "The current
hours of operation are based on
student participation," he said.
"We found that students utilized the Bistro during the
evening hours only on Sundays.
Therefore the Bistro is open
from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. on

Sundays."
Though many students noted
that they felt "New Mather" is
the same as "Old Mather,"
Chenette maintained that they
have increased the variety of
food offered. On a similar note,
many students said that their
least favorite thing about
Chartwells was a lack of variety.
'The Mather Pulse on Dining
Marketplace (POD) facility has
increased the variety of foods
offered over previous years,"
said Chenette. "We currently
have eleven points of service,
each offer diverse menu options
with different preparation methods. For our health conscious
guests, we have our Balanced
Choice program and a personal
nutrition journal on our website
[...] Our POD menu is written in
a different format than traditional dining halls in an effort to
increase variety." An SGA committee meets with Chartwells
every week on Fridays.

The Trinity College community consumes many plastic
water bottles every day. Most
of this plastic is never recycled
and inevitably ends up in the
trash. In response, Trinity
students have started a campaign to completely phase out
water bottles on campus.
Maggie Thomas '10 came up
with the campaign as a component of her current ConnPIRG
internship. She has been circling a petition that reads, "I
support Trinity College's effort
to help decrease our carbon
footprint by providing every
member of the Trinity College
community with reusable aluminum bottles to replace bottled water i 11 e ( P
and the Bi
II
effort will 1
the privati/
public wat
encourages
dents
tc
reduce
their
water
bottle
consump
tion
and
also promises a free,
reusable
aluminum
water bottle
to all signers.
This i^
not to sa)
that
stu
dents will be
forced to bu\
their wate:
elsewhere
but rathei
encouraged
to acquire :
in a more eci
friendly mai
ner. Thorn;
and
othi
intereste 1
students ha\
been petitio
ing studen
throug
"tabling" ai
"dormstorm
to join the
cause.
Some st 1
have been
sign the petition and are wary
of the complete eradication of
bottled water on campus.
Some students are skeptical
becaxise of the convenience of
bottled water as well as the
wide-spread belief that it is
safer. However, this does not
appear to pose a problem for
the plans to move forward
because enough students and
faculty are in support of the
project. It appears that the
transition will be smooth and
the reusable bottles will be
effectively incorporated. If
successful, the project, entitled

BYOB (Bring Your Own
Bottle), will not only reduce the
amount of waste on campus,
but also serve to improve the
health
of
students.
Additionally, it will attempt to
stop huge companies from buying public water, bottling it,
and making profit on a public
good.
The plastic used for bottling
water such as Aquafina is actually proven to be harmful to
health. The composition is
such that carcinogenic chemicals can leach into the water.
What's more, it is actually a fallacy that bottled water is purer,
and thus safer than tap water.
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) tests tap water
at least once every day, while
the
and
Drug
(FDA) is
to test
I supplies
11 r basis,
forced to
tl
findings
general
EPA.
lly, over
t of bot1 vater is
tally tap
ter that
s been
,t tered or
tierwise
e a t e d.
1 a blind
ste test
iducted
BYOB
L t si de
Mather
I ring dinr
one
ening,
>st stue n t s
p orted
notable
?
fere nee
the quall of the
II i r t f o r d
t J water
d
the
\ [uafina
I ittle d
ter.
T h e
mpaign
pes
to
I
with
Us and
of phasing out bottles. Chartwells
will hopefully alter its contract
with Pepsi, the company that
manufactures and distributes
Aquafina, so that as time goes
by, fewer bottles are purchased
for re-sale in the Cave, Bistro,
and vending machines. This
means that the presence of bottles in the refrigerated cases
will slowly diminish so that,
eventually, there will be none
available for purchase. The
switch will come as a small
financial cut to Chartwells.
see THOMAS on page 8
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Anti-War* Dance Among New Clubs
continued from page 6
ketball games and opened for
the Halloween Dance last
semester, which was hosted
by the Multicultural Affairs
Committee.

The Entrepreneurial Society
was started by Verdell Walker
'09 and Ben Luikart '08, economics enthusiasts. Their
group, which now consists of
70 members, meets weekly.
This
semester,
the

Approved Clubs:
- Activists for SoiiJfcisI Asia
- Anti-War
- Dance Club
- Entrepreneurial
i Sol
- Neuroscience Club
- Renegadyj Soccer Club
Not Approved:
None.

Entrepreneurial Society will be
holding their first annual business plan competition. They
hope to enrich the community
by bringing speakers to campus and by raising awareness
about the wonders of economics.
The Neuroscience Club was
founded
by
Alexandra
Hoffmann '08 with faculty
sponsor Dr. Sarah Raskin,
Associate
Professor
of
Psychology and Neuroscience.
The club now has about 10
members who plan to host film
nights with discussion, begin a
book club, raise neuroscience
awareness at local elementary
schools, and work with the
Institute of Living.
Other members of the
Trinity community have started the Renegade Soccer club.
A few years ago Renegade
Soccer hosted a tournament,
but it had since disappeared
and has now applied to be
reinstated.
This unofficial soccer group
welcomes all types of soccer
players, and are looking forward to building a community
atmosphere through fun athletics.

Intercollegiate Update
Marist College

Fairfield University

A Marist freshman was arrested on Nine "Favrfield students and one
Feb. 12 by the Town of Sacred Heart student were arrested
Poughkeepsie Police for allegedly for using fake IDs at the Snickering
filing a false report that she was Squirrel Saloon in Bridgeport,
raped. After her allegations spread Conn. The fake IDs were "from1
concern throughout the campus Delaware, Virginia, Pennsylvania,
community, the young woman was and Puerto Rico. This incident
charged with Falsely Reporting an brought the total number of arrest:
Incident in the third Degree, a due to underage drinking in this
Class A Misdemeanor.
area to 22 in four days.
Brown University

University of Rhode Island

Brown plans to eliminate all on- URI was recently the recipient of
campus parking for undergraduate $560,860 to upgrade technologistudents next year. They will raffle cal facilities, particularly in
off student spaces for juniors and departments such as Journalism,
seniors in an off-campus garage or Archeology, and Biotechnology.
lot with a shuttle service to the The grant came from Champlin
campus. This decision was made to Foundations, a group which
make room for construction of an denotates to Rhode Island's taxAthletic center and other long- exempt organizations for capital
needs.
term goals.

University of Massachusetts
A third lacrosse player at UMass
Amherst was arrested for alleged
involvement in an off-campus incident in which three college-aged
males were beaten with lacrosse
sticks and bottles. The young man
was arrested in his home town of
Duxbury, Mass., and charged with
Assault and Battery and Breaking
and Entering.
University of Connecticut
UConn Students of the Global
Militerism and Human Survival
class, along with the Coop management, are attempting to eliminate the
use of plastic bags at the Co-op. They
wish to help make the campus more
environmentally friendly and are targeting plastic bags because they are
made of petroleum, which is also the
source of fuel oil and gasoline.

Feb. 12-Feb. 18

THE CAMPUS SAFETY REPORT
Friday, Feb. 15
10:30 p.m.
Jackson Dormitory

Sunday, Feb. 17
12 = 30 a.m.
High Rise Parking Area

Sunday, Feb. 17
1 a.m.
Jones Dormitory

Campus Safety Officers
received a report from an
R.A. of a smell of marijuana
on the first floor of Jackson.
Officers responded and
determined the room from
which the smell was coming.
They determined those present had been smoking and
sent a report to Dean Alford.

Campus Safety Officers
responded to a student
report of vandalism at the
High Rise parking area. A
Honda Accord appeared to
have been struck, with
extensive damage to the
right rear bumper. The incident was reported to the
Hartford Police Department.

Officers responded to a
report of a noise violation on
the first floor of Jones. On
arriving at the scene, officers
keyed into the room, and
upon entering, observed several alcohol containers which
were confiscated. The music
was turned off and a report
sent to the Dean of Students.

Wintry Mess Floods Campus

Almost three inches of precipitation, a
sloppy mix of snow, sleet, and rain, covered
the campus last Tuesday and Wednesday.
Students reported wading through half-foot
puddles along the upper "wrong" walk.
Classes were still held, despite the muck.

Thomas '10 Spearheads
Effort to Reduce Waste
continued from page 7
However, the campaign hopes
that they will understand that
the environmental impact of
bottled water outweighs the
profits generated from the
product.
In facilitating this project,
BYOB is working out the
details so that students still
have easy access to water.
Students are permitted to refill
their bottles with water from
any of the soda fountains, provided the bottle is clean.
Further, the water that comes
with the $5.75 meal combination will most likely be supplemented by an additional bag of
chips or piece of fruit. The
$3,000 granted by the Student
Government Association (SGA)
and Trinity College Athletic
Council to BYOB will go

towards the purchasing of
reusable bottles. The first 500
students that signed the petition earlier this semester will
receive a bottle in their mailbox, and the remaining bottles
will be distributed by other
means.
Members of the campaign
hope that this project will be a
positive step for Trinity. The
school has been charged by
many as taking inadequate
actions towards sustainability
and falls behind many other
comparable institutions, such
as Wesleyan University, in this
field. BYOB reports that both
the
administration
and
Chartwells have been extremely cooperative, and the organization is very appreciative. For
more information on getting
involved, contact Thomas at
frances.thomas@trincoll.edu.

Spaces to be Opened for
Student Groups to Use
continued from page 6
friendly students. She said, "I
realize that students across
campus relate to the environment and natural resources in
different ways, but more
importantly, because many of
the environmental ideals college students hold do not get
carried out in their everyday
lifestyles." She imagines a
space complete with students
living and cooking together.
She would also like to host
speakers and workshops on
"environmentally-friendly and
socially-responsible" lifestyle
skills.

The committee hopes for a
variety of student proposals.
The members of the committee
include
Dean
Alford,
Kavanagh, Jasmine Agosto
'10, Chase Caillouette '10,
Tomas de'Medici '11, Associate
Professor
of
Modern
Languages and Literature
Johannes Evelein, Buildings
and Grounds Project Manager
Tom Fusciello, Chauncey Kerr
'09, Assistant Professor of
Theater and Dance Michael
Preston, Associate Dean of
Students Ann Reuman, and
Paula Russo, Vice President
for Planning, Administration,
and Affirmative Action.

Miill
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February 19, 2008

EVENTS

SGA Update
Resolutions Passed

Planning and Budget Committee
Student Space Accountability
Jordyn Sims'10
Resolution
Parlimentarian
This resolution will work to ensure that Nathan Kirschbaum '09
the money allocated to upgrading stu- SGA Budget Committee
dent spaces effectively goes toward this Theodora Curtis'10
purpose.
Club Approvals
Web site Resolution
Anti-War Coalition
This resolution discussed the logistics
Neuroscience Club
of posting on the SGA Web site.
Dance Club
Entrepreneurial Club
Webmaster Resolution
Activists for Southeast Asia Club
This resolution briefly outlines the role Renegade Soccer Club
of the SGA Webmaster and the require- Investment Club
ments fand monetary compensation for
this job.
These updates are drawn from the SGA
Secretary's minutes of the three weekly
SGA meetings that have been held this
Appointments
General Education Council
semester, as of Feb. 17, 2008. Please
visit www.trinitysga.com to learn more
Dan Zauderer'10
Laurie Littlefield, IDP
about the SGA's purpose and goals.

Director: Juan. Antonio - and spectacularly eerie Biiyona, Screenplay- Sergio G. orphanage on the northwest
Sanchez.1 Cinematographer: coast of Spain where she
Oscar
Faura.
Producer: grew \ip. Her plan of reopening the orphanage to
(hiillermo de Toro.
disabled children
Haw IV may
htivo pulled in
Friday, Feb. 22 goes seriously off
track when she sus"
more at the box
9:45 p
pects
that
her
or'i'ii'e. but
the Saturday, .m.
Feb. 23 s e v e n - y e a r - 0 1 d
scariest recent film
9:45 p
son's
"imaginary
;o inhabit our colnightmares is a little friends" are actually malev."iiiluc gem from Spain, pro- olent spirits .from the past.
duced- by. Guillermo de Toro "This chilly thriller will
(Parrs Labyrinth, Hellboy). A plant seeds in your subcon.-auditive
young
woman scious and linger there for
(Melon Rueda of "The Sea weeks." Andrew .O'Hohir,
Inside") returns to the empty Salon.com
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RELIGIOUS SERVICES
Roman Catholic Bible and
Rosary Study
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 20
Vergers Room, Chapel
Muslim Prayers
12:40 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 22
South Summit SS100

Banquet
9:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 19
Chapel
Trinity Zen

6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 20
Crypt Chapel
Mather Bishop's Lounge
ARTS ON CAMPUS

1

The Department of Music presents
"Little Shop of Horrors"
Directed by John DeNicola
Performed by Trinity students
1 '"K* 5i-J The upbeat, dark musical comedy about a
vrtl
boy, the girl he loves, and a bloodthirsty
man-eating plant. Chomping its way into
the Austin Arts Center on February 21, 22,
and 23,

fir

SPOTLIGHT OF THE WEEK

1ANGUAGE LUNCH TABLE
Please join us for fun conversation at our various
language lunch tables at Mather Dining Hall:
Arabic Tuesday 12-1:00 p.m.
Chinese Wednesday 1-2:00 p.m.
French Monday 12-1:00 p.m.
German Wednesday 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Italian Thursday 12:15-1:30 p,m,
Japanese Tuesday 12:10-1:10 p.m.
Russian Monday 12-1:00 p.m.
Spanish Tuesday 12:00-1:30 p.m.
Coupons cannot be combined with any other offers.
Delivery charges may apply.
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Squash Beats Princeton in Rout for CSA Crown
HANNAH CHARRY
SPORTS EDITOR

piiliP

"I glanced for a second at the crowd, and
saw so many Trinity fans," said number one
player sophomore Baset Chaudhry. "It felt
like I was playing

turned it around and played some amazing
squash."
El-Halaby is a formidable name to be
reckoned with in
#
#

When visitors enter Harvard's
th ston past
athletic center, portraits of the
University's most beloved
being a part of
of
Trinity
View video ot the
coach confront them. Jack it.
squash team dissquash. Last year, he was ranked seventh in
Barnaby
served
as
the
Chaudhry faced stiff competition i n
cussing their win
the nation and played number two for his
Crimson's
Head
Squash
Coach
Harvard
sophomore Colin West, the Ivy
and a slideshow of
squad. He knocked out Detter in the second
from 1937 to 1976. During his League's 2007 Rookie of the Year, but won in
"Dynasty Decade."
round of the CSA National Individual
tenure, he won 17 National three straight sets anyway. Princeton junior
Championships in retaliation for Detter's
Collegiate
Squash
Association
(CSA) Mauricio Sanchez, the Ivy League's 2007
famous come-from-behind victory as a freshChampionships and held a caieer record of 346- Player of the Year, met the same fate.
man. In what was the closest Trinity has
95. Suited in a polo and a sweater vest, the chamStandout performances also came from
come to a loss in the last 10 years, Detter
pion stands as an emblem of the Ivy and what junior Gustav Detter at the number two spot.
defeated El-Halaby's older brother, Yasser Elsquash used to be.
He ran from opposite ends of the court,
Halaby, then a senior at Princeton and
This weekend at the CSA's National dove for balls, and, as some fans noted, was
ranked first in the nation. Detter's win
Championship Tournament, however, a different drenched in sweat from the first set. Against
clinched a 5-4 Trinity victory.
color scheme dominated Harvard's Murr Center: Harvard freshman Richard Hill, Detter won
Representing a small liberal arts school in
gold. With a starting lineup representing nine dif- 9-0, 9-2, 9-3. Facing Princeton junior Kimlee
a previously Ivy-dominated game isn't easy.
ferent countries, the Trinity men's squash team Wong, he finished 9-7, 9-4, 9-2.
Resentment comes even from fellow
won its 10th title as America's best. They blew
"The other players wanted to be anywhere NESCAC opponents. According to Women's
through Harvard 9-0 on
Head
Coach
Wendy
Saturday, Feb. 16. Against
Bartlett, at a Williams
Princeton the next day, they
match last year, opposing
lost only one match to capfans held a sign that read,
Trinity
—
Baset
Chaudhry
d.
Mauricio
Sanchez
ture the trophy. They faced
"They might be national
pressure to extend a streak,
9-4, 9-1, 9-0
champs, but they can't
snobbery from some fans,
speak English."
Trinity
—
Gustav
Detter
d.
Kimlee
Wong
2.
and notable eyes watching
"They keep trying to
9-7, 9-4, 9-2
their every move.
pretend that we don't
"The boys played as close
Trinity — Manek Mathur d. David Letoruneau exist," she said. "They hate
to perfect as you can,3' said
to be beaten, but our play9-4, 9-1, 9-10, 9-6
Head Coach Paul Assaiante.
ers think it's funny."
"You don't find that in finals,
T r i n i t y —Andres Vargas d. David Canner
After the last time
but they handled the moment
Trinity
played Harvard,
9-2,9-4,2-9,9-5
beautifully. Collectively, it was
Athletic Director Rick
their best performance yet. It 5. Trinity — Parth Sharma d. Hesham El-Halaby Hazelton spoke with the
was humbling to be a part of
team about unsportsman9-5, 9-1, 9-5
that."
like behavior by oppoT r i n i t y — Supreet Singh d. Santiago Imberton nents' fans.
Assaiante said that the
turning point of the tourna"It happens everywhere
9-4, 9-7, 2-9, 9-4
ment came with sophomore
in the world and it's unfor— Tom McKay d. Randy Lim
Manek Mathur's number
tunate," said Hazelton. "I
three match against Harvard
5-9, 9-1, 9-5, 9-6
spoke to the team as an
junior Niko Hrdy. After losadministrator that the best
ing the first set 5-9, Mathur 8. T r i n i t y — Simba Muhwati d. Peter Sopher
thing to do is to win the
was accidentally hit on the
9-4, 9-4, 9-6
game and that will shut
face mid-rally by Hrdy's racthem up. You know in this
T r i n i t y — Rushabh Vora d. Phil Sopher
quet. He fell to the ground
world that people always
and medics rushed on court.
9-2, 9-3, 9-2
are going to pick on people
"I thought I was bleedthey think are a different
ing," said Mathur. "It was one of the worst hits else but on court with Gustav," said class. I see people from Pakistan, Zimbabwe,
I've ever gotten. I was dazed for a few minutes, Assaiante. "Just think. After Gustav finished, and Colombia in a different light because
but then Coach came on and told me to relax Baset stepped on the court as number one." these kids are on campus. I'm sure it's the
and calm down. After the hit, I focused on hitTo finish the tournament on Sunday, same for the Trinity community."
ting the ball."
Trinity posted a quick 3-0 lead over the
In a situation that would seem to be a
He came back to finish with solid 9-7, 9-2, 9- Tigers. At the number nine spot, junior pressure cooker, Assaiante's influence allevi2 sets. Onlookers agreed that Mathur played dif- Rushabh Vora set the tone with three speedy ates stress.
sets. Mathur and sophomore Supreet Singh
ferently after the entanglement.
"He's the man," said Mathur. "He's a
"I have to quote [Assaiante] on this," said followed, both winning 3-1 at the number father to each and every one of us and he's a
author Tom Wolfe, when asked what he thought three and number six slots, respectively.
great coach."
of the match after it ended. "Getting smashed
"Candidly, I think that Princeton came
Hazelton credits both Assaiante and
across the nose was the best thing to have hap- off that court and couldn't believe what had Bartlett for showing their players that they
pened to him. He
happened. People care about them,
really came alive after
keep asking me if
"Both Wendy and Paul act as parent figthat."
this is the best ures to these kids and understand what they
team I've coached. have to do to make transitions comfortable,"
Wolfe has closely
I'd say that the said Hazelton. "They do double duty for
followed the team
2001-2002 team both programs. They know how to handle
since
his
son,
was stronger. They problems of all natures, like when a call
Tommy Wolfe '07,
had more depth, but that match Sunday was needs to be made home and it's 3 a.m. on
was a member.
The notable journalist gave the commence- the best performance I've ever seen for Trinity the other side of the world."
ment speech for Trinity's graduation last year and College," said Assaiante.
Even after a dynamic win, Assaiante met
is still an avid squash fan. He was joined by a
In the number five match, freshman with his players to remind them to be humlarge Trinity contingent that traveled to watch Parth Sharma played Princeton
junior ble and continue to strive to new heights.
history in the making.
Hesham El-Halaby to make the win official. "Eleven is Heaven," he said, as the meeting
"Wherever we go, it feels like we're home Sharma won 9-5, 9-1, 9-5.
came to a close.
because of the crowd," said senior co-captain
"Parth played the match of his life," said
As the players dispersed, they reflected
Simba Muhwati. "You see people you've had senior co-captain Neil Robertson. "He played quietly on what they can stilt accomplish.
class with, people you've tried to date, [and] frat El-Halaby earlier in the season [and lost in
"It's a privilege to be part of this. There's
boys. It's always a really good mix coming to sup- four games] when Parth had been in the some sort of magic being on this team," said
port us."
country only for two weeks. This time, he Chaudhry.
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The Trinity Bantams celeb
Trinity College Men's Sqi
Nine-Time National Champ
Day with Conn. Governor M.
Rell on Sept. 19, 2007.
posted for a similar celebra
later this >

TRINITY VS.

Assaiante's record
since 1994:
241-10 (.960)

ft

Credits (clockwise from top): wv

Consistency^
Beginning in 1999, the
at what else has happer
Lance Armstrong won
his first Tour de France *•
in 1999. Emulating the V
Trinity Bantams, the
cyclist went on to win
seven consecutive
titles ...

Only seven.

2007-2008 Roster
Christopher Binnie'11
Ian Brooks '11
William Btwchfield '11
Baset Chaudhry '10
Derek de Svastich ' 10
Gustav Detter '09
George DiSesa '11
Daniel Echavarria '11
Travis Judson '11
Randy Lim '11
John Lingos-Webb '09
Ian MacGregor II '09
ManekMathur'09
David McDonough, Jr. '08
Simbarashe Muhwati, Jr. '09

5 celebrate
m's Squash
Champions
nor M. Jodi
2007. Stay
celebration
;r this year.

Recent Trinity
Squash alumni
include Bernardo
Samper '05
(left), who
played in
Trinity's 100th
win, and
Regardt
Schonborn '05
(right), who has
competed in
multiple professional tournaments.

"•

— 1 "

(co-captain)
Neil Robertson '08
(co-captain)
ParthSharma'll
Supreet Singh ' 10
David Sullivan '08
Charles Tashjian '09
Andres Vargas Heredia '11
Rushabh Vora '09
Andrew Weisz '11
Wesley Wynne '11
Fans mob Gustav Detter '09
after his come-from-behind
victory over Princeton's
first-ranked Yasser El-Halaby
'06 in the clinching match,
continuing the Trinity streak.

ets Princeton, 5-4 Cliee Leads Ice Hockey

Trinity Men's Squash Is National Champion
ffantams Ouilatl /.«»/,' hmr Rival Hat winl to Claim Sihoatt tint nth
"

|
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Left: Ir/pocf coverage
of the first CSA
Championship victory
in 1999.
Above: Tripod coverage
of the 2008 victory, 10
years later.

a Rare Thin!
the Trinity Bantams have won 10 straight Collegiate Squash Association Championships. The Tripod looks

iappened in this dynasty decade ...
In iggg, the current
Trinity senior class (2008)
nce
the was in seventh grade ...
/in

Perfect Ten

Inset: Detter celebrates after
his game-winning match.
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... and the current
freshman class (2011)
was in fourth grade.

George W. Bush
has been
President for the
past eight years.
The United
States has been
at war for the
past seven.

The New York Yankees won the World Series in
1999 and 2000, only to see their arch-rivals the
Boston Red Sox capture the title twice (in 2004
and 2007). Since 2000, the Yankees have not won
a World Series, ending their winning streak.

Pluto officially is
no longer considered a planet.

Britney Spears has released six
number one singles worldwide,
married twice, divorced twice, and
had two children. And a breakdown.

ARTS
The Trinity Tripod

Little Shop of Horrors Musical Set to Wow Trinity Audiences
ELIZABETH AGRESTA
ARTS EDITOR

Though the actors weren't
in costume and the set was
unfinished, I was very much
impressed by the work of the
small but talented cast of the
spring musical, Little Shop of
Horrors. I attended a rehearsal
on Saturday, Feb. 16, to write
this preview, and I was very
surprised by how far along the
production was. The cast has
only had four weeks of rehearsal, and the show, which centers
around a geeky flower shop
employee and a homicidal
plant from outer space, premieres this Thursday, Feb. 21.
Directed
and
choreographed by visiting staff member John DeNicok (who headed the musical direction for
last
semester's
Musical
Theater Revue), the show features several well-known
Trinity performers. Seniors
Lila Claghorn and Alex Dancho
(who appeared on this morning's "Better Connecticut" talk
show to perform the song
"Suddenly Seymour") play the
lead couple, Audrey and
Seymour. Claghorn, who
played the role in another production when she was 16, said

of her experience, "It's really
fun. We toned down the accent
to make it seem more realistic.
I was 16 when I first played
Audrey, and now I'm 23, so it's
different, but it's fun." In comparison, this is the first lead
role for Dancho, who has previously participated in A Man of
No Importance, Princess Ida,
and three years' worth of
revues (most recently last
semester's musical theater
revue).
The show starts off with the
urchins, Crystal, Chiffon, and
Ronnette (played by sophomores Kat Lawlor, Brittany
Price, and Caroline Newhall,
respectively), singing the title
song, "Little Shop of Horrors."
The casting was spot-on for
these roles, as the three girls
have smooth, strong voices and
exude the soulful attitudes
their characters require. Their
blending is superb, which is
showcased in other musical
numbers such as the first allcompany selection, "Skid Row
(Downtown)." The soaring
polyphonic melodies and the
strong voices that sing them
are sure to make this a memorable start to the show.
Not only is the singing
excellent, but so is the acting:

E.G. Coner
Performers rehearse for Little Shop of Horrors and practice intricate dance moves.

it is very convincing and the
performers have great chemistry. Dancho plays Seymour
Krelborn, the dorky, glasseswearing, surrogate son to
flower salesman Mr. Mushnik
(played by Ben Feldman '10).
His excitement around Audrey
and
bashful,
childlike
demeanor are endearing and
funny and make the character
easily relatable. After all,
Seymour's main motive for
many of his actions is impressing Audrey. Audrey is a meek,
scatterbrained young woman
who also works at Mushnik's
flower shop. She is in an abusive relationship with Orin
Scrivello, D.D.S. (played by
Jake Robertson '10).
Robertson's performance
was one of my favorites. His
portrayal of Orin was humorous when the scene called for it
(watch for the pelvic thrusts in
the song "Dentist!"), but he
pulled off a convincing abuser
persona as well. Claghorn's
reactions to his harsh words
were believable - she actually
seemed frightened. However,
this isn't a reflection on
Robertson's personality! he's
actually a really nice guy!
Another one of my favorite
performances was actually a
double effort by Katie Harte
'08 and Brad DeBiase '11, who
are the team behind the plant,
Audrey II. I spoke to them
about what it was like to play a
character without actually
being seen onstage. Said
DeBiase, "It was interesting,
because it was my first time
doing a voiceover. I was able to
put all of my energy into my
voice without having to worry
abo\it my movements and body
language." He cited Louie
Armstrong, Chaka Khan, and
'50s soul singers as inspiration
for the voice, saying, "I don't
want anyone to know it's me!"
Harte added, "It'll be fun when
we come out for the curtain call

E. C. Caner

Jake Robertson '10, assisted by the three "urchins," rehearses the song "Dentist!"

because people might be
expecting a buff football player
and James Brown to come out,
and then Brad and I will come
out. I can't wait. It'll be hilarious." Harte spends most of the
show inside the plant. She had
this to say about the experience: "It's hot. Dark. Can't see
a damn thing. But I get to eat
divas." She laughed. "As a second-semester senior, I figure
this is the way to go out."
I also spoke to Bryce
Snarski-Pierce '09, who plays
a wino, as well as an agent
who wants to get Seymour on
the cover of Time magazine.
He designed the set for Little
Shop of Horrors, so I asked
what it was like to see his
vision come to life. Said
Snarski-Pierce, "It's pretty
awesome. Seriously, two
months ago I drew this. It was
a huge learning experience,
working as an actor as well as
an engineering major. I learned
a lot about how to communicate
artistic and technical ideas. I'd
love to do it again." He showed
me some of the little quirks on
the set, such as the clock (pay
attention during the show and
you'll see what I mean).

Despite the fact that it's unfinished, it's a well-built, visually
appealing set; the bright colors
(the set is painted in "Overjoy
Yellow") pop against the black
stage in Goodwin Theater.
Because I don't want to
give away the show's ending,
I'll simply say that the second
act has a few great musical
numbers^
"Suddenly
Seymour," Audrey's profession
of love to Seymour; a touching
reprise of "Somewhere That's
Green," Audrey's solo from Act
I; and the finale, "Don't Feed
the Plants," which has simple,
but effective, choreography
("Johnnyography,"
Dancho
called it) and excellent vocal
blending.
Little Shop of Horrors may
be an older show, having first
been performed in 1982, but this
cast breathes new life into it and
emphasizes the underlying
theme of desperation, of wanting
something so badly you'll do
anything for it. Audiences are
sure to enjoy this musical.
Shows start at 8 p.m. Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, with a 2
p.m. matinee running on
Saturday as well. Don't miss
it!

Widener Gallery Hosts Exhibit of Drawings by Peter McLean
Photos by E.G. Caner

The Widener Gallery
in the Austin Arts
Center hosts Peter
McLean's striking
exhibit of drawings,
running from Feb. 4 March 8, free for
your viewing pleasure. Two of his charcoal drawings from
the collection are
pictured at right.

View more of the
Widener Gallery's
fantastic exhibit of
drawings exclusively
online.
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Performance Strikes Chord with Trinity Women This Week In
Televisions
What to Watch
continued from page 1

tify it or live in fear of being harassed
or raped. As the character said, "My
with a man named Bob. The role, she short skirt is a liberation flag in the
said, had an effect on her. "Our vagi- women's army. I declare these streets,
nas will always be our vaginas, that's a any streets, my vagina's country." The
given," she said, "but the way we look performer, Samantha Alcala '11, said
at them can change. It gives women a that The Vagina Monologues was "a
chance to appreciate themselves."
unique way to fundraise and raise
A crowd-pleaser, perhaps even a awareness in unison with colleges all
favorite, "My Angry Vagina," per- across the nation."
formed by Heather Moore '08, clearly
In her role in "Reclaiming Cunt,"
conveyed the injustices wrought Kirsten Kubiak '10 was fabulous and
against the vagina, as a woman engaging, taking the offensive term
humorously rants about tampons, and making it an empowering one by
douches, and medical examinations. It presenting the significance of each of
was Moore's second time in the role the letters and the sounds as they fit
and her execution was excellent. together.
Explaining why it was so important for
Nearing the end of the show,
her to participate in The Vagina Amanda Persad '10 stole the night as
Monologues, Moore said, "It is a form she embodied the character of a domiof female empowerment. The show is natrix in "The Woman Who Loved To
definitely enlightening and inviting to Make Vaginas Happy." Entirely
a variety of audiences
immersed in the role,
within the Trinity
she discussed the
Finally, to conclude the
community."
intriguing details of
performance, Rosalia
her career and her love
Shifting to a much
Abreu '11 took the floor
of giving women pleasmore serious tone,
ure.
The rest of the
the next monologue,
in "I Was There in the
cast
entered
the stage
"My Vagina Was My
Room," in which the
and executed vocal
Village," presented by
author of the Monologues, demonstrations of varLillie Lavado '12 and
ious forms of climax as
administrative assisEnsler, describes the birth
Persad
described
tant Patricia Maisch,
of her granddaughter. "I
detailed testimonies
them, including the
felt honored to be a part
of Bosnian women
"machine gun" moan
subjected to rape
and the "uninhibited
of 'The Vagina
camps. The two
militant
bisexual"
Monologues' as a first-year
actresses did an
moan. Persad topped it
student here at Trinity,"
excellent
job
in
all off with an amazing
expressing
the
and enthralling "triple
Abreu said.
orgasm." She said of
tragedy
of
such
events. Maisch has felt compelled to the experience, "Feeling intimidating
participate in The Vagina Monologues, and seductive all at once made me
saying that it had been on her "bucket think about my womanhood in a different way. I can be decisive and strong
list" for many years.
"The Little Coochi Snorcher that and still be sexy all at the same time?
Could," returned the show to its That feels good!"
lighter feel, as Cagney JeanBaptiste
Finally, to conclude the perform'08 played a woman recalling memo- ance, Rosalia Abreu '11 took the floor
ries of traumatic sexual experiences in in "I Was There in the Room," in which
her childhood, then a positive the author of the Monologues, Ensler,
encounter in her adolescent years with describes the birth of her granddaughan older woman. JeanBaptiste's rendi- ter. "I felt honored to be a part of The
tion was great, right down to the elocu- Vagina Monologues as a first-year stution.
dent here at Trinity," Abreu said. "As a
In "My Short Skirt," a woman feminist, I feel that taking part in the
reclaims her freedom to wear whatev- V'Day campaign is important because
er she wants to, without having to jus- I am spreading awareness and encour-

aging others to take a major step
towards ending all violence against
women and girls. I enjoyed performing
my monologue because it talked about
the importance of respecting the vagina and appreciating it for its life-giving power."
As the curtain parted and the 13
women took a well-deserved bow, the
student co-directors Keisha John '08
and Emma Etheridge '08 enjoyed the
crowd's excited applause. "It was great
working with everyone," John said.
"Laura [Lockwood] was extremely
helpful and supportive of all our ideas.
Though we had a small cast this year,
everyone was awesome and great to
work with and made our job as directors really easy. Until violence against
women and girls ends The Vagina
Monologues will never be unnecessary
because the mission of the V-Day
organization would not be fulfilled."
She continued, "Though the monologues vary only slightly from year to
year, I still find the play to be entertaining every time I see it, because
anytime someone different does a
monologue they add something unique
to it."
The $10 admission fee ($5 for those
with a Trinity College ID) raised over
$650 for Interval House, a shelter for
battered women. Lockwood thanked
the sponsors of the show, the Sexual
Assault Task Force, the Sexual
Assault Response Team, Hillel, the
Multicultural Affairs Council, Zeta,
Imani, and the Trinity College Black
Women's Organization, for their support.
"It has become a Trinity tradition
to highlight the importance of the subjects of women's empowerment,
reclaiming our bodies and our power,
and telling our stories of surviving violence, and it's an opportunity for the
shared experience of laughter as well
as
sadness,"
Lockwood
said.
"Traditions like this one should never
end. We need the annual, if not daily,
reminder that women still suffer in
silence in a society and campus where
women are violated. Women's voices
must be heard, these stories need to be
told, and we need to come together as
the Trinity community to end the
silence."

PMYANKAJOIWANI
ARTS WRITER
With the writers' strike safely in the
past, more than 40 primetime television
shows resumed production last week.
While some may not be returning until
this fall, there are plenty of favorites
hoping to air new episodes as soon as
possible. The timing couldn't have been
better since shows such as "Brothers
and Sisters" and "One Tree Hill" have
very few pre-strike episodes left to air.
Let's take a look at what we learned last
week, and what to look forward to this
week.

One Tree Hill
After everything that happened in
last week's episode, the ending I least
expected was Lindsay telling Peyton
that Lucas proposed to her! I guess

Lucas was feeling pretty guilty over the
lip lock that occurred between him and
Peyton, especially after he kissed Peyton
back. I'm getting the feeling that maybe
Lucas is just a big fan of love triangles
because he never seems to know who he
loves. But I can't complain, because the
Lucas-Peyton fights this season have
been exceptionally entertaining. Peyton
finally accepted that she not only came
back for Lucas, but that she wants to
fight for him. It should be interesting to
see how Brooke plays a role in all of this
given her history with the situation. If
all of this wasn't enough, there was still
plenty of other drama for the night.
Mouth finally broke things off with
Alice, even though it may cost him his
job, and Brooke battled it out with her
mom. Every interaction between the
various characters was flawless, from
Carrie shamelessly flirting with Nathan
to Mia freaking out at Peyton. I love
that the show has returned to its musical side that was primarily shown in season three. Having guest stars like Tyler
Hilton and Kate Voegle (Mia) improves
the storyline and provides some great
musical performances.
Spoiler Alert: Next week, Haley gets
caught up with what to do about Lucas
and Peyton, as Carrie begins to move in
on her family. Also, Quentin gets into
more trouble. It's also been confirmed
that some familiar faces will be returning to Tree Hill soon.
Brothers & Sisters
Something was seriously lacking in
the last episode of "Brothers & Sisters."
The usual spark of the show just wasn't

Actresses in The Vagina Monologues created an interesting, provoking performance at Trinity on St. Valentine's Day, last Thursday night.

see TUNE on page 14
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Tune in Nowi The Here, Now,
and Soon to Come to Television
continued from page 13

there, and this may have been because
of the serious lack of Walkers. Tommy,
Julia, and Justin, the show favorite,
were all missing in action. Instead, the
episode focused primarily on Robert's
campaign, with clips of Sarah and
Kevin's love lives. As sweet as it was to
see Kitt}
bond
w i t h
Robert's
kids, the
storyline
seemed a
bit renr
niscient
of last
season's!
infamous 1
"Meet!
the Kids"
episode. It seemed to be a night of recycled plots, as Sarah's divorce and Kevirr
Scotty drama resurfaced. Even the
karaoke scenes of drunken Kevin and
Sarah couldn't save the episode. The
only highlight occurred when Jason
found out that his brother's newly
appointed campaign manager, Isaac,
was responsible for "outing him" to the
media. This resulted in a refreshing
scene between the McCallister brothers,
and the only such one of the night.
Hopefully the "Brothers & Sisters" that
everyone knows and loves will be back
on its game when new episodes air.
Unfortunately we are going to have to
wait until April, since last week was the
final pre-strike episode to air.

Repeats will flood television for at
least a few weeks now as shows rush to
shoot new episodes. The latest timeline
of return for most shows is as follows:
In the Future
April- On the 10th, "The Office"
returns with six episodes and "Scrubs"
returns with five episodes. On the 14th,
Tree Hill"
returns with
six episodes
(after it goes on
a one month
break
in
March), and
"Bones"
returns with
four episodes.
On the 15th,
"Law & Order:
SVU" returns
with
five
episodes. On the 21st, "Gossip Girl"
returns with five new episodes. On the
24th "Supernatural" and "Smallville"
both return with four and five episodes,
respectively. Other shows set for April
but without a specific date are: "Brothers
& Sisters," "Grey's Anatomy," "Desperate
Housewives," "House," "Lost" (after a one
month break in March), and "Ugly Betty."
Postponed until next fall'- "Heroes,"
"Dirty Sexy Money," "Private Practice,"
"Pushing Daisies," "Reaper," and
"Chuck."
January 2009: Season seven of "24"
To Be Announced: "October Road,"
"Prison Break," "Women's Murder Club,"
"Cashmere Mafia," and "Friday Night
Lights."

EU1ER THE TRIPOD OSCAR SWEEPSTAKES! —
Submit your Oscars predictions to tripod@trincoll.edu to win five DVDs of your choice.
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ACTOR - LEADING
0 George Clooney - MICHAEL CLAYTON
0 Daniel Day-LewisTHERE WILL BE BLOOD
0 Jotinny Depp - SWEENEY T000
THE DEMON BARBER
OF FLEET STREET
0 Tommy Lee Jones - IN THE VALLEY
OFELAH
0 Viggo Mwteiuen - EASTERN PROMISES
ACTOR-SUPPORTING
0 Casey Affleck - THE ASSASSINATION OF
JESSE JAMES BY THE COWARD
ROBERT FORD
0 Javier Bardem - NO COUNTRY FOR
OLD MEN
0 Philip Seymour Hoffman CHARLIE WILSON'S WAR
0 Hal Holbtook - INTO THE WILD
0 Tom Wilkinson - MICHAEL CLAYTON
ACTRESS-LEADING
0 Cate Blanehett - ELIZABETH:
THE GOLDEN AGE
0 Julie Christie • AWAY FROM HER
0 Marlon CoURard - LA VIE EN ROSE
0 Laura Linney - THE SAVAGES
0 Ellen Page-JUNO
ACTRESS-SUPPORTING
0 Cate Blanehett • I'M NOT THERE
0 Ruby Des -AMERICAN GANGSTER
OSaoirseRonan-ATONEMENT
0 Amy Ryan • GONE BABY GONE
OTilda Swlnton - MICHAEL CLAYTON
ANIMATED FEATURE
OPERSEPOUS
0 RATATOUILLE
OSURFSUP
ART DIRECTION
OAMERICAN GANGSTER
OATONEMENT
OTHE GOLDEN COMPASS
0 SWEENEY TODD THE DEMON BARBER
OF FLEET STREET
0 THERE WILL BE BLOOD
CINEMATOGRAPHY
OTHE ASSASSINATION OF JESSE JAMES
BY THE COWARD ROBERT FORD
OATONEMENT
OTHE DIVING BELL AND THE BUTTERFLY
0 NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
OTHERE WILL BE BLOOD
COSTUME DESIGN
OACROSS THE UNIVERSE
OATONEMENT
0 ELIZABETH: THE GOLDEN AGE
OLAVIEENROSE
0 SWEENEY TODD THE DEMON BARBER
OF FLEET STREET

February 21 I 22 at 8pm
February 23 at 2pm & 8pm

DIRECTING
0 THE DIVING BELL AND THE BUTTERFLY
OJUNO
0 MICHAEL CLAYTON
0 NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
OTHERE WILL BE BLOOD

BEST PICTURE
OATONEMENT
OJUNO
0 MICHAEL CLAYTON
O NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
0 THERE WILL BE BLOOD

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE
0 NO END IN SIGHT
0 OPERATION HOMECOMING:
WRITING THE WARTIME EXPERIENCE
O SICKO
0 TAXI TO THE DARK SIDE
0 WAR/DANCE

SHORT FILM-ANIMATED
01 MET THE WALRUS
0 MADAME TUTLI-PUTLI
OMEMELES PIGEONS VONT
AU PARADIS
(EVEN PIGEONS GO TO HEAVEN)
0 MY LOVE (MOYA LYUBOV)
0 PETER & THE WOLF

DOCUMENTARY SHORT
OFREEHELD
OLA CORONA (THE CROWN)
0 SAL1M BABA
O SARI'S MOTHER
FILM EDITING
OTHE BOURNE ULTIMATUM
O THE DIVING BELL AND THE BUTTERFLY
0 INTO THE WILD
0 NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
OTHERE WILL BE BLOOD
FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM
0 BEAUFORT
OTHE COUNTERFEITERS
OKATYN
0 MONGOL

SHORT FILM-LIVE ACTION
OAT NIGHT
0 I L SUPPLENTE (THE SUBSTITUTE)
0 LE MOZART DES PICKPOCKETS
(THE MOZART OF PICKPOCKETS)
0TANGH1ARGENTINI
0 THE TONTO WOMAN
SOUND EDITING
OTHE BOURNE ULTIMATUM
O NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
0 RATATOUILLE
OTHERE WILL BE BLOOD
OTRANSFORMERS
SOUND MIXING
OTHE BOURNE ULTIMATUM
0 NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
0 RATATOUILLE
03:10 TO YUMA
OTRANSFORMERS

012

MAKEUP
OLAVIEENROSE
ONORBIT
0 PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN:
AT WORLD'S END

VISUAL EFFECTS
OTHE GOLDEN COMPASS
OPIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN:
AT WORLD'S END
OTRANSFORMERS

ORIGINAL SCORE
OATONEMENT
OTHE KITE RUNNER
0 MICHAEL CLAYTON
O RATATOUILLE
0 3:10 TO YUMA
ORIGINAL SONG
0 "Falling Slowly"-ONCE
0 "Happy Working Song" - ENCHANTED
0 "Raise 11 Up"-AUGUST RUSH
0 "So Close"-ENCHANTED
0 "Thai's HOW You Know" • ENCHANTED

SCREENPLAY-ADAPTED
OATONEMENT
OAWAY FROM HER
OTHE DIVING BELL
AND THE BUTTERFLY
0 NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
OTHERE WILL BE BLOOD
SCREENPLAY - ORIGINAL
OJUNO
0 LARS AND THE REAL GIRL
O MICHAEL CLAYTON
0 RATATOUILLE
OTHE SAVAGES

PRINTABLE QSCAfceOM BALLOT
Your Name:
Total Number of Categories Correct:,

Starring
Alex Dancho, Lila Claghorn,
Kcnjjmin rcldnidn, Jake Robertson,

Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center

dimlinc V'wh.ill, Brittany Price,
Ka( L.uvlor

FREE with a Trinity 3D
$10 General Admission « $5 Discounts

With Brad Di-Biase and
K,ili«-)tarlt><>- AUDREY!)

Box Office:

860.297.2199
trincoll.edu/artsattrinity
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Student Revives College Democrats Biren and Monrose Start
Trinsnacksxom Delivery
COURTNEY CREGAN
FEATURES EDITOR

After four years of
Republicans dominating the
organized political scene at
Trinity College, Democrats
have finally established their
own organization. In the midst
of a heated competition
between Democratic presidential candidates Hillary Clinton
and Barack Obama, Kate
Koppelman '08 has revived the
Democratic Club at Trinity and
is determined to raise political
activity on campus.
Courtney Cregan'- What
motivated you to start the club
up again?
Kate Koppelman'- I was
upset that Trinity didn't have a
club for Democrats on campus. I
knew that there was a fairly
active Young Republicans Club,
and I thought that it was crucial
for Young Democrats to have an
outlet and an organized way to
get involved in this crucial election.
Cregan- How would you
describe political involvement by
students at Trinity? How do you
hope the Club will affect that?
Koppelman- I think that
lots of students around campus
think that it is "uncool" for some
reason to be involved in politics.
I do not understand it. I also
think that many students think
that it is perfectly acceptable to
remain in the dark about politicians and their issues and simply to vote for the candidate
whom their parents support.
I hope that both the
Democratic Club and the Young

Republicans can illicit some
political passion within the student body and educate students
about political candidates
enough so that they can make
informed decisions themselves
and understand that political
activism is cool and incredibly
interesting.
Cregan- What have you
done for the club so far? What do
you have planned?
Koppelman- With help
from Political Science Professor
Clyde Mckee and head of the
Young Republicans Reid Veinis
'10, we organized a voter registration and mock election in
January. In February, the
Democratic Club had a big meeting with a great turnout in
which representatives from both
the Barack Obama and Hillary
Clinton campaigns came to
speak about the candidates they
work for. From that meeting, we
got a lot of volunteers to go out
canvassing and start phone
chains for the candidate of their
choice. I have also been in contact with Jennifer Paquette,
head of the Greater Hartford
Young Democrats, and plan on
meeting with her some time this
month to get some advice on how
to run the club successfully.
Cregan'- What was your
first political experience?
Koppelman- I was in student government all through
high school and was president of
my school when I was a senior.
My family also has always been
really political. We don't always
agree on every candidate or
every issue, but I have always
loved talking politics at the dinner table.

Kate Koppelman '08 is the president of Trinity College's newly-founded Democratic Club.

Cregan'- How has living so
close to D.C. affected your political identity?
Koppelman- I think that
being so close to D.C. was a
great way to learn about politics
growing up. I have a lot of family friends who have worked for
senators and former presidents,
and I have had many tours of
the White House and Senate
floor. I think the fact that I grew
up so close to D.C. made me realize that everybody can get
involved in politics in some way,
whether it be protesting, volunteering for a campaign, working
as a Senate page or running for
political office.
Cregan' Where does your
passion for politics come from?
Koppelman- I am an optimist in that I think that politicians in America truly have the
power to improve this country. I
think that understanding an
individual's rights and freedoms
within our democracy is crucial
in being an active citizen. I also
have spent a lot of time traveling
around Europe, and I am
extremely discouraged by the
international perspective on
Americans. I think that we have
the power to change that perspective and help the world
understand that our citizens
value our democracy and the
political privileges that come
with it.
Cregan '• What do you plan
to do after graduation? Can we
expect to see your name on the
ballot any time soon?
Koppelman' Good question.
No idea. I don't plan on going
into politics just yet, but I wouldn't completely rule it out at this
point.
Cregan'- Who do you support in the upcoming election?
And why?
Koppelman'- I support
Barack Obama. I have been captivated by his message and
believe in his ability to create
change in America. He is
extraordinarily intelligent, a
great representative for our
country. And I think we need a
fresh, optimistic person in the
White House in 2009. I have
also been struck by the people I
have met who have quit their
jobs, taken time off of school,
and have been traveling the
country for almost no money to
promote a man that they believe
can make America better.

Flibbert Discusses US, Foreign Policy
Zayde Antrim and three stuFlibbert then explained that
the Democrats and Republicans
dents were in attendance.
Flibbert commenced with differed in their foreign policy
the
caveat, "I am not an expert proposals, specifically on issues
On Friday, Feb. 15, Assistant
on
elections,
the candidacy, or regarding^ the security of oil
Professor of Political Science Dr.
the
candidate,"
before dis- access, the U.S. position vis-aAndrew Flibbert led a discuscussing
the
fact
that
we, as a vis Israel, and other details persion on the presidential candicountry,
tend
to
evaluate,
"the p- taining to the region (including
dates' positions on the Middle
East. The event was one of the resident as a person, rather the containing of Iran).
Finally, Flibbert reflected on
monthly brown bag lunch events than the presidency as an instihosted by the Middle East tution." He continued, "The whether it was, "an idea, rather
Studies faculty. Associate problem is that personalities than an interest, that drove
Professor of International and personal qualities are not [U.S.] foreign policy," and stated,
Studies Dr. Janet Bauer, very central to determining the "We need to think about how we
Assistant Professor of History direction of Middle Eastern poli- are going to maintain our dominance."
and International Studies Dr. cies."
LIZZIE BROWN
MANAGING EDITOR

Jordyn Sims
Btren and Monrose (both '09) began Trinsnacks.com as an economics project.
CATHERINE McNALLY
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

have been, as Monrose said,
"very generous" with tips. Biren
and Monrose check their computers regularly and have been
able to make deliveries very
quickly; the average delivery
time this past week was 15 minutes. Their most popular product is G2 Gatorade, which they
sell for $1.50 (as opposed to
$2.25 at the bookstore). They
hope to expand to other products soon, such as "health foods
and other non-perishable
items," Biren said.
Trinsnacks.corn's product
prices range from Winterfresh
gum at 20 cents to Red Bull at
$2.00, and discounts are available for clubs, houses or other
groups. Biren and Monrose
make deliveries for three hourly
segments Monday through
Wednesday and on Sundays,
between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m., 8
p.m. and 9 p.m., and 11 p.m.
and 12 a.m. On Thursdays and
Fridays, orders are only delivered between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m.
and 9 p.m. and 10 p.m., and on
Saturdays, between 2 p.m and 3
p.m., and 8 p.m. and 9 p.m.
When demand increases, Biren
and Monrose plan to increase
the number of delivery times.
Trinsnacks.com offers a variety of drinks and food, some of
which are not available on campus. Some of the drinks available are Gatorade, Red Bull,
Arizona Iced Tea, Starbucks
bottled Frappuccinos, Vitamin
Water, and Perrier Sparkling
Water. While mainly Pepsi beverages (and no Coca-Cola products) are available on campus,
Trinsnacks.com can fulfill your
Coca-Cola product cravings.
The snack selection includes,
but is not limited to, Pringles,
Smartfood, cheese and peanut
butter crackers, and Act II
Popcorn. There are also candy
bars priced at $0.80 (as opposed
to $1.00, the price at the Cave
and Bistro).
The Trinsnacksxom Web
site is well organized and
bright, with a bantam icon and
photos of drinks, candy and
chips at the top. The rest of the
Web site features delivery
times, frequently asked ques-

Couch potatoes are finally
catching a break! This semester,
juniors Josh Biren and Brad
Monrose have started a new
food delivery service called
Trinsnacks.com that will not
only bring food and drinks
directly to your door, but also
offers them at incredibly low
prices (lower than found on
campus). Orders can be placed
online at their Web site,
www.trinsnacks.com, or via
instant messaging (screen
name: Trinsnacks) and paid
through Google checkout or
with cash upon receipt of the
order.
Biren and Monrose started
Trinsnacks.com, "in order to fill
a void on campus," as Biren
explained. Due to the fact that
many students don't have cars,
they are restricted to either eating at Mather or buying food at
the Cave, the Bistro, or the
bookstore. All of these venues
have marked-up prices and,
with the exception of the Cave,
are not open late at night. The
time frame is especially limited
for those who want products
only carried by the bookstore.
Biren and Monrose saw an
opportunity and took it.
Both Economics majors,
Biren and Monrose are completing this project as an independent study and will receive college credit. They have used
what they learned in their economics classes to build their
business. Buying their products
in bulk at wholesale prices
allow Biren and Monrose to
vend at competitive prices that
are attractive to students.
Trinsnacks.com
received
"over 50 orders in the first four
days of operation," said Biren,
who attributed their initial success to their "aggressive marketing campaign." On just
Facebook alone, Trinsnacks.com
has its own member account, a
fan page, a group of 264 members and an advertisement.
They also hung flyers all over
campus and offer a free gift
with the first order: "usually a
pack of gum, box of Pringles, or
a water," said Biren. Students see STUDENT-RUN on page 16
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Biologist Michael Singer
Lectures on Caterpillars
TIARE NAKATA
FEATURES

CONTRIBUTOR

Assistant Professor of the
Department
of Biology at
Wesleyan
University
Dr.
Michael Singer gave a lecture
at Trinity on Friday, Feb. 15,
entitled "Self-Medication by
Woolly Bear
Caterpillars."
Greg Gavelis '08, commented
after the lecture, "I think the
thing that I found most interesting was that humans also
might have predispositions for
foods with medicinal properties
that taste great. If garlic has
the power to cure, then Mather
might be redeemed." At a
reception hosted by the Trinity
College Biology Club (TCBC), I
conducted an interview with
Singer.
Tiare Nakata' So, how did
you get into working with
caterpillars?

Michael

Singer' I was

interested in butterflies since I
was seven years old. I wanted
to learn more about them,
which was the start of my
research as it is today. I was
always marveling at these
strange and interesting creatures, and so I followed that
passion.
Nakata.- Did you always
want to be a biologist?
Singer- I saw biology as a

Tiarn Naknta
Singer (left) speaks to Professor O'Donneil.

Area Liquor Store Survey
ANNE BENJAMIN
FEATURES EDITOR

hobby, not a career. I didn't
Dear Annie,
know what I wanted to be when
I was growing up. I loved to
In addition to being a respondraw and paint, and so I sible drinker, I would like to also
thought I would become an be a frugal one. Where can I End
artist. Biology turned out to be the best deals on alcohol?
a viable career.
Nakata'
How would you - Stingy Sipper
explain the research you're currently doing to a young child?
Singer- If you're feeling Dear Stingy Sipper,
sick, you can eat something to
make you feel better. There are
To answer this, I did some
some plants caterpillars can investigating and took a survey
eat which are a cure against of five frequently-visited liquor
parasites. There are other stores around the Trinity area. I
plants that don't act as a cure was surprised with the results!
against parasites. When a The liquor stores included in my
caterpillar has parasites, they survey are CT Beverage Market,
eat more medicinal plants. My Crazy Bruce's, Atwood Package
research observes woolly bear Store, Jordan Lane, and Trinity
caterpillars that are para- Package. The large warehousesitized in a lab feeding on like stores that advertise their
plants. We also create fake quantity and low prices turned
foods using different chemicals out to be the most expensive,
to observe their feeding prefer- while smaller, less-known stores
ences. We are about to go into had some great deals. For the
the field to observe what the most part, the beer and wine
caterpillars eat when they are were priced similarly in every
parasitized and when they are store, while the hard alcohol
not.
prices varied tremendously.
Nakata- Is there anything
My first stop was CT
surprising in your line of work? Beverage Market (or, more
Singer- I was really sur- familiarly, CT Bev Mart), the
prised that being parasitized furthest location in my survey.
changes a caterpillar's sense of CT Beverage Market is located
fairly far down New Britain
taste.
Nakata'- Is a caterpillar's Avenue, on 615 Hartford Road,
sense of taste similar to a in between the West Farms Mall
and Target. CT Beverage
human's taste buds?
Singer' They are similar in Market is enormous, and as you
principle, in that cells are walk in, you are greeted with a
responding to chemicals. Each very extensive wine collection,
taste bud of a caterpillar has the largest wine collection of all
four cells which respond to a five stores. However, this large
range of chemicals. It is a sim- depot sold relatively expensive
ple system to study experimen- spirits. Their 750 mL bottle of
tally. These chemicals elicit a Grey Goose vodka costs $32.99,
feeding response or inhibit the most expensive one I
encountered, and their 750 mL
feeding, just like us.
bottle of Tanqueray was also the
most expensive at $29.99.
Although they do have some
high prices, they offer several
good deals for those willing to
buy in bulk. My friend was
pleased that he was able to purgrows, we will be looking for chase very cheap bottles of
people to assist with deliveries," Guinness, so we left happy. The
added
Biren.
Obviously, staff at CT Beverage Market
Trinsnacks.com has been doing was nice, but watch out, because
really well, thanks to its combi- they card everyone in the group
nation of hard-to-find drinks at the register. If you are not 21,
and snacks offered at low prices, they won't even sell you a soda.
widespread advertising, and
Next stop was Crazy Bruce's.
convenient delivery service. Rumor has it Crazy Bruce's has
Trinsnacks.com fulfills the the best prices (which is utterly
needs of students who crave a untrue). Crazy Bruce's is also
Gatorade, a Coke, or a bag of located right off New Britain
Smartfood delivered the same Avenue at 178 Newington Road,
night right to their door.
east of the mall. It is a bit small-

Student-Run Delivery
Snack Service a Success
continued from page 15
tions, a poll, suggestions and
information about the origins of
Trinsnacks.com. The current
poll asks about preferred
Vitamin Water flavors.
Biren said that although
Trinsnacks.com has "received
offers from investors as well as
multiple students seeking
employment," they are not currently looking for
help.
However, "as the company

Area Liquor Store Comparison

BCTBev M a t t e
1 HCraiy Bruce
BAtwood Package
SB Jordan Lane
M Trinity Pacbgc

$0.00

Item

er than CT Beverage Market,
and the smaller size is most
noticeable in the wine section.
Crazy Bruce's advertises their
prices as under the retail price,
making you think that you are
getting two or three dollars off
each purchase. Unfortunately,
this is not the case. In fact,
Crazy Bruce's did not have the
cheapest bottle of anything!
Their prices are comparable
with Trinity Package Store,
which is not something to be
proud of. Their 750 mL Bombay
Sapphire gin was the most
expensive, at $27.99, but again,
the beers and wines are priced
relatively well. And they have a
good selection of beer.
After Crazy Bruce's, we continued east on New Britain
Avenue toward Atwood Package
Store. This is a smaller, convenience store-type place with surprisingly great prices. It's located on 886 New Britain Ave.,
which is close to campus. They
have cut-outs of life-size bikiniclad women around the store,
which certainly enhances the
shopping experience. Atwood
sold the least expensive 750 mL
bottle of Johnnie Walker Red
Label Scotch, for $21.99. They
had all the standard items but
nothing too special. What they
lack in variety and selection,
they make up for in prices.
After Atwood, we left New
Britain Avenue to go "to the one
near Stop & Shop," Jordan Lane
Liquors. It is actually located in
the shopping area on the Berlin
Turnpike, at 1414 Wethersfield
Road. Although it is relatively
small, it has a decent wine selection and good pricing! Jordan
Lane sold the cheapest bottle of
750 mL Bacardi rum, for $12.99.
They also have bikini cutouts,

but not as many or as scandalous as those at Atwood.
Jordan Lane and Atwoods had
relatively similar pricing.
Our last stop was Trinity
Package Store, the closest liquor
store and the most horrendously
expensive. Their 750 mL
Captain Morgan's Rum costs
$19.99, and their 750 mL Jack
Darnels whiskey costs $23.99.
They had the most expensive
prices I encountered and the
least selection and variety.
Although this place is convenient, I do not recommend going
there for purchasing spirits.
The bottom line: don't be
taken by the gimmicks at the
larger liquor stores. Even
though they may advertise thenlow prices, they don't deliver.
You have to drive further to pay
more. Unless you are buying in
bulk or browsing for interesting
wine and beer, it's probably not
worth it. The prices on regular
beers are pretty standard: a 12pack of Bud Light costs about
$10 anywhere, and a 12-pack of
Heineken costs around $15.
Natural Ice 12-packs costs six or
seven dollars anywhere, but
watch out! It is not sold at
Trinity Package Store.
Hopefully now you can save
a few bucks on alcohol purchases. This article is certainly not
condoning drinking, (especially
not underage drinking), it is just
meant to help you save a buck or
two on alcohol purchases. You
will probably be saving a whole
lot more since it adds up. Enjoy
yourself, drink responsibly, and
hooray for saving money!
Please e-mail anne.benjamin@trincoll.edu with any
questions. I would love to help
you.

Don't Confuse a Frat
House with an Outhouse

Modern-Day Prince
Charmings

Male "Jailbait" fe the
New Black

At Least She Didn't Flush
the Cellphone...

When a junior brother
walked into his frat, he discovered a visitor seated with her
pants down peeing on the
couch, apparently having mistaken it for a toilet, The brother quickly escorted the girl
from the house. AT hopes
that this girl's visiting days are
over.

Spotted; a group of sorority girls playing the damsels
in distress, as they struggled
to get their kegs into the
house. Luckily, their prince
charmings from a neighboring frat came to the rescue,
and the party was saved. AT
always loves a good saving ...
and a good party.

A trend has hit campus that
has underclassman boys cheering. Upperclassman girls have
shifted their interest onto the
younger crowd, and the boys
are loving it. Some free advice
for you "jailbait:" take advantage of the trend, because you
know what they say about
trends .. they're fleeting.

AT learned that a certain
accident-prone junior girl had
yet another accident. After
dropping her pants to let it
flow, she discovered too late
that she had also dropped her
phone (directly into the
bowl). Next time, take your
phone out of your back pocket pre-squat.
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Trinity Welcomes the Year of the Rat
YUWEIXEE
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR

There must be a reason why
the Chinese stick with ancient
tradition and put off celebrating
the New Year until a seemingly
random date that varies annually between the end of January
and early March. Being
Chinese, I believe the truth lies
in the lunar calendar. The
Chinese celebration is not only
a commemoration of the New
Year, but also of the onset of
spring. Not convinced yet? Let
me recall the Chinese New Year
celebration last week at Vernon
Social Center for you.
It was a snowy Tuesday
night. The excitement of welcoming the Year of the Rat
seemed to extend well beyond
Vernon Street. It permeated the
air of the night, as my friend
and I, both residents of
Shanghai, entered the center.
The whole place was blessed
with red decorations, an important element of the traditional
Chinese New Year, and smelled
fantastic with tons of Chinese
food! Wendy Zhao 10, and
Rebecca Ostrowski '11, the hostesses of the evening, showed up
in Qipao (a traditional style of
Chinese dress). Principal
Lecturer in Modern Languages
and
Literature
and
International Studies Professor
Naogan Ma, busy with the final
arrangement for the celebration,
gave us a brief, yet cheerful,
greeting. Among those present

were interested members of the
Trinity College community, and
Chinese performers from neighboring areas. We greeted each
other full of anticipation about
the celebration, then my friend
and I sat down at one of the big
tables. We were then,
asked to sing the Chinese^
national anthem for
t
h
e
Intensive'
Elementary"
Chinese,
class, which'
was rehearsing
the song.
This,
tional,
yet
predictable,
choice of kick-off
song for the celebration j
led to a series of excit- j
ing performances. Thei
national anthem was*
followed by a cheerful'
song called "Great
Joy," accompa"
nied with cho- •>
reographed danco.
Later, Amie Gale
went up to the stage and'
gave us a brief, and,
informative
intro•

Then there was dancing and
singing featuring a variety of
Chinese people, as there are 56
different peoples altogether. A
group of boys, Roosh Vora '09,
Gustav Detter '09, and Gautam
Samarth '09, who have all studied abroad in Shanghai, joyfully
presented an adaptation of the
song, "Take Me Home,
j Country Roads." The song
• detailed their life in
Shanghai. They sang
about their love for the
> street named "Dingxi
, Lu." At the end of the
song, they started to sing about
! a noted Chinese
politician, as
voices
( their
reverberated
through the room:
"Underneath the statue, I get a
feeling, of how I
I, Move
you
Chairman
. Mao!" We
i'were all
st r u 1 y

; impressed and
'•ntertained by
this. The per•onners, young
and old, male and female,
Chinese and non-Chinese, all
sang and danced with enthusiducasm to celebrate this special
tion to
time of year.
the Chinese New Year
When it was time to eat,
in Chinese, while another girl
there
was immediately a long
read it in English. It is always
line
of
hungry people in front of
good to have some basic idea of
the
food
tables. The dinner
customs before celebrating.

M

Peer Educators Advocating Campus Health

tf-rP.E.A.C.H. Peer Educators Advocating Campus Health
P.EAC.H. is a nev/ student group on campus with a purpose of creating awareness and providing dear and factual Information to students from
undents so active consideration can he givsn to issues influencing their heailh and wellness. We aim to promote and actively advocate tor campus
health to help peers thrive in a haaithv and safe community.

Mathletes 201 (Alcoholic Math lor Athletes)

Alcoholic Math 101

One shot is 1 Vi a? of hard liquor. Hot 1/2 a solo CU|Jll
One solo cup is lfi QJ.
A full sob alj> of vodka is 8 shots.
ONE seta cup of vodka puts a I90tb man's SAC at 0,111%.
He is now certitlauty drunk.
Tfia sama solo cup of Vodka purs a 1101b woman's BAC at
DOUBIE the man's BAC. Itwllbemoretlian .20»
She ts way more than drunk than asuyA full bear is I t oz.
A full solo cup Is 1 and K beers.
4 solo cups of beer equals 5 beers.
Playing on& full game of Power Hour equals 7.5 beers.
That's 90oi of beer.
9Ooz of beer weighs 5.86tbs.
One gallon equals 12Boz of fluid.
The body can only metabolize one drink per frour.
If a person drinks ten drinks in two hours ft will take 9 hours to
setter up, you cant speed up that tlms with showers or coffee.

At tltE top IBVSI of college athletics, W O nights of heavy
drinking ran set training bail! ttvtti ?o ten days.
This means that if an Athlete trains hard for a full week,
than drinks Friday and Saturday night, he or she will be
f^ht back where they started Monday.
!, for o * hatt to work niy butt off {or a full week aid not
get anywhere;.
Alcohol is NOT a good saurea of; taferias, vitamins, protein, caifts, iittj or hydrating ( M s . The tsrbs in alcohol
do not stijipSy fuel fur lb» body. They simply get converted into assess heat.
Hand ef» coordination is rietlceebly reduced the day after
a night sat drinking. Whethes you feel Stung over o
doesn't matter, it is still akerfid.

STD f a c t Of t h a Week: E » * we»* w»ll H^igU. me of the ra«a«»« ra

In te cdloga s

Herpes is a virus that Is passed along simplyfaytouchinga source of activated virus. Most sources are active outbreaks which look lite a patch of small liquid filled blisters which open anctocre the viral llquW. The blister then
turn into sores far a few days, dry up as a scab and disappear. The clear fluid is the most contagious but virus
can be shed all the way until the sores disappear. Hot tubs are a common place to coniraci herpes by sitting on
the edge and having legs or buttocks touching Infected cool puddled water on the deck of the tub. Questlons.-.CBll the Health Center 860-297-2018.

Interested in joining PEACH? E-mailPEACHairincoil.edu
or come to our open meetings, every Friday from 12-1:00 in the Faces Lounge, downstairs in Mather.

tkk

? fr

Top 5
Best Things About
Chartwells Food Service
5. Zona Mexicana. Rice Bowls are
decent (for jail food). Rice and beans
are a perfect protein blend!
4. If you are looking for some stability
in your life, you will find solace in the
consistency of Mather food.
3. We can help Trinity's budget crisis
by paying four times as much for our
food than we would at a grocery store.
2. Students on the North Side of campus are sure to get their exercise every
day walking across campus, since the
Bistro is never open.
1. You will always stay regular!
included Chinese dumplings, nuity.
fried noodles, fried rice, and a
The whole celebration came
variety of other Chinese food, to an end with the song "Kan
some of which even my friend Guo Lai" performed by the
and I could not name. Even Intensive Intermediate Chinese
when people were enjoying din- class. We joined the class in
ner, there was also the fan singing, well aware that
dance, choreographed and per- although the Chinese New Year
formed by Verdell Walker '09, celebration was over, the new
!
performed with grace and conti- year had just begun.
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Double Coverages Dwight Howard Highlights All-Star Weekend
GREG AMARRA and
SHAHMOMIN
SPORTS WRITERS

It's a Bird, It's a Plane,
It's ... Dwight Howard?
This past weekend, the
NBA's All-Star festivities were
held in New Orleans, La. In a
city devastated by Hurricane
Katrina, the NBA has struggled to find its niche. With the
help of guys like Dwight
Howard and LeBron James,
has the NBA finally left its
mark on the Big Easy?

t-

Greg: This year's All-Star
Weekend proved to be truly
exciting for players and fans
alike. Before mentioning the
specifics of each event, I think
it's important to note the effect
that the game had on the city
of New Orleans. Because of
this weekend's accomplishments and the stellar play of
the New Orleans Hornets, I
think that the NBA has solidified its relationship with the
state of Louisiana. Although
the state is dominated by football, it is apparent that basketball is starting to earn
recognition from the locals.
Additionally, it was nice to see
Harry Connick, Jr. perform at
halftime, as he is a native of
New Orleans and his involvement
in creating the
Musician's
Village
with

Habitat for Humanity helped Shah: That's what the NBA's
provide homes for musicians been going for with the Slam
suffering from Hurricane Dunk
Competition. The
Katrina.
league's been inviting the
Shah: It's obvious that having younger, more energetic playthe NBA's All-Star Weekend in ers to the contest and it's finalNew Orleans was a huge suc- ly starting to work out.
cess. The city of New Orleans, Previous contests have had
as well as the state of their moments, but we haven't
Louisiana as a whole, was able seen a set of dunks by one guy
to show everyone that things like we did this weekend since
are much better than they the 2003 contest with Jason
were a couple of years ago. The Richardson. Howard's secondfact that this particular All- to-last dunk, where he tipped
Star Weekend happened to be it off the backboard to himself,
much more exciting than some reminded me a lot of Vince
in the past had a hand in that. Carter's elbow in the rim dunk
The creativity and theatrics of in 2000. No one knew what
Gerald Green and Howard was going on until they saw a
were pivotal in making this replay and realized what had
All-Star Weekend a success for just happened. After watching
everyone involved.
the dunks for a second and
Greg : I have never seen any- third time, you gain a better
one "dunk" with a cape the appreciation for what guys
way Howard did on Saturday like Howard and Green (and
night. I use the term "dunk" even Carter and Richardson,
loosely because upon watching for that matter) can do.
the replay, his hand never Greg: Yeah,
comparing
touched the rim. The manHoward this year to Carter's
threw the ball into the basket amazing run in 2000 is fair.
with unbelievable force. I Although events like the
think the Superman dunk ush- Shooting
Stars,
Skills
ered in a new era for the NBA. Challenge, and the Three
The NBA is showcasing young Point Shootout also add to the
talent in its All-Star games. flair of the weekend, nothing
The creativity, energy, and compares to the actual Allpassion that Howard brought Star Game itself and this year,
to this weekend displayed how fans were treated to a competmuch fun the NBA can truly itive showing by both sides.
be. For stars of the past, it's Normally, this game is known
time to make way for the for players' showboating
youth movement.
rather than their playing to

win. After last year's performance in which the East was
massacred by the West, both
sides decided to put it all out
on the floor and it showed. The
West's run in the fourth quarter made the game exciting
and allowed for Ray Allen, a
proud Boston Celtic and last
minute addition to the East
squad, to electrify the crowd
with three straight threepointers and end the game as
the leading scorer.
Shah: The title of MVP you
brought up was given to LeBron
James, just as it
should have been.
His performance
last night (27
points,
eight
rebounds, and
nine assists in 30
minutes) was
nothing short of
incredible. To top
it off, he finished
the night with a
posterizing dunk
over pretty much
the
entire
W e s t e r n
Conference team.
That dunk sent a
message to the
West that he and
the East were not
ready to give the
game up that easilyGreg:
After
1 e a v i n Dwight Howard

New York University

experience
•-Monday morning.
» Have coffee.
• Fill out NYU study
abroad application,
• Submit and go to class.
6 months from
Monday.
Wave goodbye to family.
Board plane.
Be there.

apply now and
be there for fa-:s

The Ts?ipod Oialimc*
l o o k i n g for
cumd. JSTeraar M e d i a .
StudyAbroad. Be there.

Charlotte, the Hornets organization has bounced around
from
New
Orleans to
Oklahoma City, Okla. and
back. The inconsistencies of
the franchise have strained
the team's relationship with
its fans. After this weekend's
showing, it's safe to say the
flight of the bumblebees is
finally over.
Any suggestions or future topics can be sent to either greglorenz.amarra@trincoll.edu or
shahtahir.momin@trincoll.edu.

www.yahoo.com

competes in the Dunk Competition.
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Weekly Round-up

Young Basketball Team Falls to Jeffs
MIKE ROBINSON
SENIOR EDITOR

The
Trinity
College
women's basketball team
closed out the season with a
77-51 defeat at home at the
hands of the Amherst College
Lord Jeffs.
The Bantams finished 1013 for the year with a 1-8 conference record.
The team said goodbye to
senior co-captain Kat Conlon
and classmate Devon Kearns.
Conlon was an important
part of the team for her four
years at Trinity while also
playing field hockey. Kearns
has only been with the team
for a year and a half, but has
started 21 of the 37 games
she has played in during the
time.
Both players provided
leadership and example for a
very young Bantam squad
that is made up almost completely of freshmen and sophomores.
The inexperience of the
team showed on Saturday.
The Lord Jeffs, ranked number 20 in the country coming
into the game, showed a polish and chemistry that
Trinity was unable to match.
Led by freshman Sarah
Leyman and senior AnneClaire Roesch, Amherst consistently forced the Bantams

into turnovers on the defensive end and poured in the
points with impressive play
inside and out.
Leyman
was
nearly
unstoppable down low, using
power moves to get to the basket and grabbing several
offensive rebounds. She finished with 19 points and
seven rebounds.
Roesch was a perfect 6-6
from three-point range and
had a few buckets inside as
well, slashing through the
Bantam defense. She ended
up with 20 points.
Amherst opened the game
on a 20-3 run, causing Trinity
to call two timeouts within
the first eight minutes of the
game.
The Bantams fought back,
going on a few runs of their
own, but the Lord Jeffs
always had an answer.
In the end, they simply
wore down the feisty Bantams
with their solid play.
It was a physical game,
with multiple players on the
floor on many possessions and
even a few punches thrown,
and, though Trinity showed
heart, they could not hang
with the talented Amherst
squad.
Leading Trinity was sophomore Claire Arnstein. The
scrappy guard finished with
17 points and six steals, never

afraid to attack the basket
On Friday, Feb. 15 the wrestling team lost twice to
despite being knocked over on
bring their season record to a final 3-19 close. They
many of her drives. Classmate
lost in Providence to the Rhode Island College
Tess Donie added nine points.
Anchormen
46-0. Later that day, they fell to
Conlon and Kearns did
what they could in their last
Bridgewater State College 34-11. Bantam sophomore
game.
tri-captain Jacob Gire won three minutes into his 149Conlon provided some huspound match by technical fall. Freshman Max Walk
tle play and defense, finishing
won
2-1, along with a 3-1 victory by classmate Ben
with five points. Kearns iniSpeicher.
tially had a bit of a tough day
with a few turnovers, but
played strong in the second
The men's and women's indoor track and field teams
half and ended up with six
recorded 13 top 10 finishes on Saturday, Feb. 16 at the
points.
Tufts Invitational Meet in Cambridge. Junior Sam
With such a young team,
Moorhead won the mile run with a time of 4:16.40.
games like the one on
He finished fourth out of 42 runners. Freshman Mike
Saturday are bound to happen.
Goulet placed fourth out of 38 in the shot put with a
The Bantam underclass14.05 meter throw. Senior Amanda Williams clocked
men would do well to learn
5:11.16 in her mile race, putting her third overall.
from playing a team like the
Junior
Alison Lemire placed fifth in the 800-meter run,
Lord Jeffs. They played with a
which she finished in 2:18.95. The team will return to
purpose, running crisp plays
on offense, taking advantage
Tufts this Saturday, Feb. 23 for the New England
of their talent for an effective
Division III Championships.
inside-out game, and maintaining a confident demeanor
throughout the game.
Though Trinity matched
their effort, they fell short
everywhere else.
As the team learns and
improves in the off season,
the gap between the Bantams
and league leaders like
continued from page 20
Senior defenseman Ali
Amherst will close.
Schmidt gave the team's perBut for now, the team cele- teams unit made all the differ- spective on the weekend.
brates the end of two good ence in both games, with all of
"We've sealed a spot for a
careers as it looks toward Trinity's goals coming on the home NESCAC playoff game,
power play.
next year.
which was one of our team
The weekend games were goals [from the beginning]."
more than just a win and tie for
As always, the Bantams
the 16-3-3 Bantams, who have have their eyes set on the
enjoyed their best season in future, looking forward to
have to work hard for one more team history and a ninth-place potential rematches with the
week."
national ranking.
best the NESCAC has to offer.
The Bantams have now
won six matches in a row and
are looking forward to competing in the CSA National Howe
Cup Team Championships at
Princeton University Friday,
Feb. 22 through Sunday, Feb.
24. The team will look to
advance past its quarterfinal
finish from a year ago.
Guruge said, "I really do
not like talking about what's
going to happen after the season because I do not want the
season to end. It's not easy to
balance both studies and
squash, but I love the sport
and my team so much that I
Stephanie Apstein
don't care."
The women's ice hockey team has won 16 games for the first time in school history.

Record-Breaking Bantam
Squad Preps for Tourney

Hernandez Clinches Win for Trinity
continued from page 20
Kent, 3-1 (9-6, 4"9, 9-7, 9-3).
Bartlett also praised sophomore Tehani Guruge. Guruge
won three hard-fought games
to win the number three match
3-0 (9-7, 10-8, 9-4). She said
her strategy was to play in a
more controlled manner,
rather than relying solely on
power.
"Sunday's match was really
incredible," said Polonich.
"Overall, everyone played
great squash and supported
each other very well. I'm sad
that the end of the season is
coming, especially with the
team chemistry that we have
right now. But I think that if

we can come together like we
did this Sunday against
Princeton, no team is out of our
reach."
This week, the women are
on the edge of their seats as
they wait for final rankings to
be announced.
"There is a three-way tie
among Trinity, Princeton, and
Yale. It's going to come down to
the number of games the team
lost to decide who will be
ranked two, three, and four.
We'll find out in the next couple of days. I think we have an
extremely good chance," said
senior co-captain Hadley
Schroll. "Our history with
Princeton proves that to each
and every one of us. We just

NBA: Boston @ Phoenix
NCAAB: Tennessee @ Memphis
NCAAB: Drake @ Butler
NHL: Penguins @ Canadiens
NCAAWB: UConn @ LSU
NESCAC MBB Tournament Winner

Stephanie Apstein Hannah Charry Mike Robinson
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)

JayAcunzo
(0-0)

Bryce Blum
(0-0)

Guest: Joe Tarzi
(0-0)
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Inside Sports:
Double Coverage,
page 18
More Men's Squash,
pages 10-11
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Perfect Ten

Left: The Trinity College men's
squash team celebrates its 10th
straight National Championship
win over the Princeton
University Tigers, 8-1.
Above: A player amends the
"Nine Times National
Champions" sign in Hartford.

Women's Squash Upsets Princeton, 54 Chee Leads IceHockey to
NESCAC Championships
JAY ACUNZO
SENIOR EDITOR

On Sunday, Feb. 17, thirdranked Trinity (13-2) looked
poised to upset number two
Princeton (8-2) after taking an
initial 4-1 lead at the George A.
Kellner Squash Center.
The Tigers then reeled off
three straight wins to even the
score
before
sophomore
Nayelly Hernandez won the
deciding match, giving the
Bantams a 5-4 victory in their
final dual match of the regular
season.
Hernandez
defeated
Princeton sophomore Emery
Maine after dropping her first
two games, 2-9, 7-9. By the
time Hernandez notched the
score at 2-1, the match was
officially tied at four apiece.
The sophomore responded by
winning three straight games,
9-3, 9-3, 9-0. •
"She played an amazing
game of hard-fought squash to
come back and seal the win for
us," said freshman Robyn
Williams.
"[Senior co-captain] Lauren
Polonich and I could not watch
the last few points because we
were more nervous for our
teammate than we probably
have ever been for our own
matches. When she won the
final point, we stormed on to
the court and did a team hug.
It was such an ecstatic moment
for all of us because this win
was a huge upset and a confident booster for us as a team
going into this weekend at the
Howe Cup [the Women's
National
Team
Championship]," she said.

Sophomore Jo-Ann Jee also
climbed out of a two-game hole
to defeat Tiger senior Casey
Riley, 3-2 (5-9, 2-9, 9-3, 9-3, 90). Jee won despite a problematic ankle that she re-sprained
during the Harvard match on
Wednesday, Feb. 6.
"The [Princeton] match is
the biggest win we had this
season," said Jee. "We went in
there knowing there was a
chance, but the win still took
us by surprise. That Sunday,
we played for our seniors, and
it was amazing. We played as
one."
Even though two other
players were sick, Head Coach
Wendy Bartlett was impressed
by the team's resiliency.
Polonich suffered from bron-

chitis, while junior Ashley
Clackson had pneumonia. Both
managed to play through four
long sets.
"It was an exciting match
and a perfect way for the team
to go into the Howe Cup," said
Bartlett. "In every match each
player fought hard, and we
truly won the match as a
team."
Bartlett pointed to the
efforts of Williams and junior
Kim Palterman, each of whom
came away with wins in the
eighth and ninth matches,
respectively. Williams downed
sophomore Maggie O'Toole, 3-0
(9-3, 9-4, 9-2), while Palterman
defeated senior Margaret
see HERNANDEZ on page 19

E.G. Caner

Junior Ashley Clackson played valiantly against Princeton, despite her pneumonia.
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MARISSA POWERS
SPORTS WRITER

. The Trinity College women's ice hockey team defeated the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears
for the first time in program
history this past Friday night,
Feb. 15.
The 2-1 victory guaranteed
the Bantams a spot in the playoffs for just the second time in
Bantam history, and the 1-1 tie
Saturday secured a home game
for the first round of the
NESCAC
Championship
Tournament. The playoff
match-up (scheduled for March
l) will be the Community
Sports Complex's first, and will
likely be a rematch against
either Bowdoin or Hamilton —
neither of which has bested the
Bantams this season.
Both Bowdoin games proved
grudge matches for the
Bantams and Polar Bears.
Bowdoin's
seventh-place
NESCAC ranking and two wins
on the season failed to intimidate the Trinity squad. The
Polar Bears had five ties on the
season. While Trinity had
endured a number of hardfought close games and come
out on top, Bowdoin had been
dealt just as many tough losses.
"Bowdoin is a very aggressive team and they didn't stop
skating for the full 120 minutes," said first-year defenseman Michelle Benjamin. "We
had to dig deep and battle
every shift in order to come out
of the weekend with 3 out of 4

points."
Friday night's game showed
Trinity's : grit, with the Polar
Bears unleashing 42 shots on
sophomore goaltender Isabel
Iwachiw. The 41 saves only
helped boost Iwachiw's already
superb .94 GAA and .966 save
percentage on the season.
The first goal of the night
came with five minutes left in
the third, when a power play
rush and a setup from the
defense led to junior forward
Michelle Chee's 10th goal and
17th point of the season. Chee
found the net again in the second, with both assists coming
from first-year defenseman
Laura Komarek. Bowdoin
struck in the third but came up
short, falling 2-1 to the
Bantams.
Saturday's game proved a
tougher battle for the Bantams.
The teams remained at a scoreless deadlock the majority of
the game, with Bowdoin striking first 10 minutes into the
third. Trinity junior right wing
Britney McKenna netted her
ninth of the season just two
minutes later to tie up the
game on a power play. The
game would remain tied
through the overtime period,
giving the Bantams their third
point of the weekend and securing a home seed for NESCACs,
The Bantams ended up 3-12
with a man ahead this past
weekend, compared to the
Polar Bears' 1-10. The special
see RECORD on page 19

